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Making and Spending Money Calendar 
 
Introduction 
This is a complex document meant to serve as a reference guide for individuals thinking about how to structure 
the raw information about how the subject makes and spends money that is obtained in the interview.  Our intent 
is to provide a map of the skip patterns and the meanings of variables produced in the transformation of the data 
from its original question form to its final SPSS data file. 
 
You need to know a few things to use this document effectively: 
 

1. It is meant to be used in conjunction with a dataset containing all of the variables generated from this 
section of the interview regarding income-generating activities.  There are variables that are linked to 
specific interview questions (e.g., did you have a paying job) and there are also variables that are 
produced by staff at the coordinating center.  This document provides the information needed to 
interpret variables of all types. 

 
2. It is laid out in sections that provide different views of the data collected. 

 The first section provides a schematic overview of the data. 

 The second section provides the specific interview questions included in the interview battery. 

 The third section provides detailed information regarding the specific variables asked in the 
interview as well as those created by staff at the coordinating center.  This and the second 
section repeat information because they are essentially different views of the same data. 

 The fourth section provides basic information related to each month covered in the recall 
period, such as the number of days covered in each month and the calendar month and year 
associated with each month. 

 The fifth section provides a detailed explanation of the conversion of the recall level monthly 
data to the linear format. 

 
A summary table of the variables available is included at the end of this document (See Appendix A). 
 
Please contact the Study Coordinator, Carol Schubert (412-647-4760; schubertca@upmc.edu) for clarification 
regarding any aspect of this document or specific variables. 
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Section 1:  Flowchart of the Calendars 
This page provides a very brief summary of the specific questions asked in this calendar.  The full question text of 
each interview generated question as well as a more detailed explanation of each variable appears in the next 
section of this document. 

Legal Work Calendar Flowchart 

 

 

 

Illegal Work Calendar Flowchart 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Under-the-table Work Calendar Flowchart 

 
 

Do you currently have a paying job? 

No 

Have you had any jobs in the past 
N months? 

Enter the job calendar 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Job calendar is skipped 

Enter the job 
calendar 

Have you made money other ways, including from activities that are illegal? 

No 

Illegal work calendar is skipped 

Yes 

Enter the illegal work calendar 

In the past N months, have you earned money where you were paid “off 
the books” or “under the table”? 

No 

Under-the-table calendar is skipped 

Yes 

Enter the under-
the-table calendar 
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Section 2: Interview Questions 
 
Questions in this section are recorded exactly as they appeared in the interview battery.  The interview variable 
name appears in brackets to the left of the question.  The interview variable name appears on the computer screen 
in the top left corner during the interview.  This name is NOT the same as the SPSS variable name.  Every SPSS 
variable name for the subject interviews begin with an “S#” (s = subject interview and the # = the particular 
timepoint being reviewed).  A complete list of SPSS variable names can be found in the next section.  Text 
beginning with “INTERVIEWER” denotes a special instruction to the research interviewer visible to them 
during the interview. 
 

***Legal Work Calendar*** 
 
Now I want to ask you about any jobs you might have had over the past N months. 
 
[JobNow]  Do you currently have a paying job? 

1.  Yes 
0.  No 

 
INTERVIEWER: Jobs in a facility are classified as legal work, and should be included here.  Jobs 

for which the subject does not pay taxes (“under the table” jobs) will be captured later, in the 

“Underground Economy” section. 

 

If 5 (No):  [AnyJob] Have you had a paying job at any time over the past N months? 
   1.  Yes 
   0.  No 
 

INTERVIEWER: As in the previous question, include facility jobs, but do not 

include „under the table‟ jobs for which the subject does not pay taxes. 

 
 

** Enter Calendar ** 
 
[Row1]  During month x, did you have a regular paying job (not just something you did every once in a while) 
[Row2]  During month x, did you have a regular paying job (not just something you did every once in a while) 
[Row3]  During month x, did you have a regular paying job (not just something you did every once in a while) 
[Row4]  During month x, did you have a regular paying job (not just something you did every once in a while) 
 

INTERVIEWER:  Choose a short, unique description for each job (e.g., MCDONALDS or 

BABYSITTING).  If the same job spans several months, enter it on the same line for each month 

(if there‟s room).  

 

For each unique job 
[Name]  Name of Job X (pulled forward from the calendar) 
 
[PLFac]  Is this job one that you only get if you are a resident in a facility, like working in the kitchen or doing 
gardening on the facility grounds? 
 1.  Yes 
 0.  No 
 
[PLDesc]  INTERVIEWER:  Ask if unclear from the job title (otherwise leave blank).  What were your 
responsibilities for this job? 
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[PLType]  INTERVIEWER:  Based on previous responses, categorize the job. 
  1.  Retail/cashier 
  2.  Counter help/fast food/restaurant worker 
  3.  Babysitting/child care/caretaker (adult or child)/camp counselor 
  4.  Skilled labor (e.g. carpentry) 
  5.  Manual labor/unskilled labor (e.g. grass cutting, security guard) 
  6.  Office work/clerical/telemarketing 
  7.  Managerial/administrative (e.g. ran store or restaurant) 
  8.  Technical/professional (e.g. medical assistant, newspaper reporter) 
  96. Other (specify) 
 
[PLReg]  Is this job something you do regularly, or is it “off and on”? 

1. Regular 
2. Off-and-on (sporadic) 

 
[PLCrr]  Is this job in a field that you want to stay in as a career? 

1.  Yes 
0.  No 

 
[PLWage]  How much did you earn per hour at this job?   
 

INTERVIEWER: Round to the nearest whole dollar.  For example, hourly wages from 50 cents to 

$1.49 would round to $1.  Wages below 50 cents would round to zero. 

 
[PLHour]  How many hours did you work per week at this job? 
 
[PLFind]  How did you find this job? 
  1.  Parents 
  2.  Other relative 
  3.  Friend of the family 
  4.  Friend of yours 
  5.  Past employer 
  6.  Placed or answered ad 
  7.  Asked if there were job openings 
  8.  Employment office 
  96.  Other 
 
[PLRel]  Is this job in a business owned by a relative? 

1.  Yes 
0.  No 

 
[PLStill]  Are you currently working at this job? 

1.  Yes 
0.  No 

 
[PLWhyQ]  Why did you stop working at this job? 
  1.  Quit (voluntarily) 
  2.  Fired 
  3.  Laid off 
  4.  Had to quit because of court-mandated program (e.g., confinement to secure facility) 
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  5.  Discharged from facility/program with which job was connected? 
  6.  Seasonal work 
  96.  Other (specify) 
 
[PLProg]  Was this job part of a job training program, like Job Corps? 

1.  Yes 
0.  No 

 
[PLBene]  Through this job, are/were any of the following benefits available for you (check all that apply)? 
  1.  Paid sick leave 
  2.  Paid vacation 
  3.  Retirement plan 
  4.  Health insurance 
  5.  Child care 
  6.  Help paying for transportation/mileage 
  97. NA (None of the above) 
 
[Satisfaction]  How satisfied are/were you with… 

1. Very satisfied 
2. Satisfied 
3. Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied 
4. Dissatisfied 
5. Very dissatisfied 

 
 [PLSati01]  … the salary? 
 [PLSati02]  … the level of fringe benefits (e.g. health insurance)? 
 [PLSati03]  … the supervision you receive? 
 [PLSati04]  … the control you have over your work? 
 [PLSati05]  … the sense of usefulness/accomplishment that your work provides? 
 [PLSati06]  … the chance for advancement or promotion? 
 [PLSati07]  … the status your job gives you? 
 [PLSati08]  … your job security? 
 [PLSati09]  … the people you work with? 
 [PLSati10]  … your work load or amount of work? 
 
[StayLn]  How long do you think you will stay at this job? 
 
[FDiff]  If you wanted to leave this job, how difficult to you think it would be to find another one that was just as 
good? 

1. Extremely difficult 
2. Somewhat difficult 
3. Not difficult 

 

** END OF LEGAL WORK SECTION **  
 

[IllJob]  Have you made money in other ways over the past N months, including from activities that are 
illegal?            
 1.  Yes 
 0.  No 
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 If 1-Yes, enter the Illegal Job Calendar 
 

** ILLEGAL WORK CALENDAR **  
 

[Illegal]  You mentioned that you had made money during the past N months from ways besides 
working.  Did you make any money during this month from activities that are illegal?  
INTERVIEWER:  If NO, code 97 (NA).  Otherwise, ask:  What did you do?  (check all that 
apply). 

 11. Sold stolen property 
 12. Sold drugs 
 13. Stole merchandise 
 14. Gambling 
 15. Prostitution 
 96. Other illegal activities (specify) 
 97. NA (did not make money from other/illegal activities this month) 

 

INTERVIEWER:  Under-the-table work will be captured in a later calendar and should not 

be entered here. 

 
[IllInc]  How much money per week did you make from illegal activities during this month?   
 
 INTERVIEWER:  Round to the nearest dollar. 

 

 

** END OF ILLEGAL WORK CALENDAR **  
 
Job questions outside of the calendar 
 
If [AnyJob] is NO 
[JobLk]  Are you currently looking for a job? 
  1. Yes 
  0.  No 
 
 If 1 (Yes) 
 What have you done to try to find a job?  Have you contacted … 
 1.  Yes 
 0.  No 
 
  [JS01] ..a state agency? 
  [JS02] ..a private employment agency? 
  [JS03] ..a military recruiter? 
  [JS04] ..an employer directly? 
 
 Have you … 
 1.  Yes 
 0.  No 

 

 [JS05]  .. placed or answered ads? 
 [JS06]  .. looked in the newspaper? 
 [JS07]  .. used a school employment service? 
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 [JS08]  .. done anything else I haven‟t mentioned? 
 
This next set of questions is about your experiences with employment. 
 
[JQ01]  In the past N months, have you applied for any jobs? 
 1.  Yes 
 0.  No 
 

 If 1 (Yes) 
 [JQ10]  Did you put in the job applications as a condition of probation/parole? 
  1.  Yes 
  0.  No 
 

[JQ11]  Did you put in the job applications as a condition of welfare, or unemployment payments or 
benefits? 

  1.  Yes 
  0.  No 
 

[JQ02]  Approximately how many different jobs have you applied for?  INTERVIEWER: If more than 

900, code 900. 
 

 [JQ03]  Have you ever been turned down for a job because of your criminal record?  
  1.  Yes 
  0.  No 
 

INTERVIEWER:  Be sure this was something the subject was TOLD, and not something the 

subject ASSUMES was behind a job turn down.  EVER means ever in your lifetime. 
 

 If 1 (Yes) 
  [JQ08]  Have you been turned down for a job in the past N months? 
  1.  Yes 
  0.  No 
  

[JQ04]  Have you ever NOT applied for a job because you were convinced that your criminal record would 
prevent you from being hired?  INTERVIEWER: EVER means in your lifetime. 
 1.  Yes 
 0.  No 
 

 If 1 (Yes) 
 [JQ09]  Has this happened in the past N months? 

  1.  Yes 
  0.  No 
 

[JQ05]  Do you have a source of income? 
 1.  Yes 
 0.  No 
 

 If 1 (Yes) 
[JQ06]  What is the source of your income?  By „income‟ I mean the money that you are living on (check 
all that apply). 
 1.  Legal work (even if paid under the table) 
 2.  Illegal work 
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 3. Welfare 
 4. SSI (includes disability income) 
 5. Survivor benefits 
 6. Money from spouse/partner/former partner 
 96. Other (specify) 
 

How much of the money you make is spent on … (INTERVIEWER: These questions are about 

how the subject ACTUALLY spends his/her money, and not about what he/she is supposed to 

spend it on.  For example, a subject may have the responsibility to pay rent but might instead 

spend all of his/her money going out.  In that case, allocate the money to „going out‟.  Also 

include money from any source.  If the subject‟s spouse provides money for rent or groceries, but 

the subject spends it on cigarettes, then the cigarette item should reflect this). 

 1.  None of it 
 2.  Some of it 
 3.  Most of it 

 
[Alloca]  .. rent/mortgage? 
[Allocb]  .. utilities and home expenses (gas/electric/phone/cable..)?  [This includes paying a 
monthly cable fee in jail] 
[Allocc]  .. car expenses (gas/insurance/etc)? 
[Allocd]  .. personal credit card bills? 
[Alloce]  .. food? 
[Allocf]   .. cigarettes? 
[Allocg]  .. alcohol? 
[Alloch]  .. going out? 
[Alloci]   .. savings to pay for future education? 
[Allocj]   .. drugs? 
[Allock]  .. prescription medications / health insurance/ doctor visits? [This includes paying for a 
doctor visit in jail] 
[Allocl]   .. clothes /shoes? 
[Allocn]  .. your children?  INTERVIEWER:  Include expenses for children that are not 

already reflected in previous items. 

[Allocm]  .. other? 
 

Now I would like to ask you some questions about problems you may have had with work in the past N 
months. 
 
[JProba]  In the past N months, have you pretended to have education or work experience you did not have, or 
told other lies to get a job?       
 1.  Yes 
 0.  No 
  
[JProbb]  In the past N months, have you quit a job without knowing where you would get money to live on? 
 1.  Yes 
 0.  No 
 
[JProbc]  In the past N months, have you walked off a job (quit) without giving the boss notice?   

1.  Yes 
0.  No 

 
 [JProbd]  In the past N months, have you been late to work?      
 1.  Yes 
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 0.  No 
  
 If 1 (Yes) 

[JProbe]  How many times were your late to work in the past N months?           
 
[JProbf]  In the past N months, have you pretended you were sick or injured, or given another false excuse so you 
could get time off work?       
 1.  Yes 
 0.  No 
 
 If 1 (Yes) 

[JProbg]  How many days were you absent this way? 
      
[JProbh]  How many times in the past N months, have you used things at work without getting the required 
permission (like using the telephone, Xerox machine, computer, tools, or a company car without permission)?
                  
[JProbi]  How many times in the past N months have you had a conflict with your boss or supervisor (like 
refusing to carry out an assignment, lying to your boss, or some other trouble with your boss)?  
         
[JProbj]  How many times in the past N months have you lost your temper, had a fight, or gotten into an 
argument with someone at work?       
 
[JProbk]  How many times in the past N months have your done your job in a way that could cause your to lose 
it (like taking shortcuts, missing deadlines, breaking safety rules)?      
       
[JProbl]  How many times in the past N months did you steal MONEY from the place where you worked?  
 
[JProbm]  How many times in the past N months have you reported working hours or days (so that you could get 
paid) that you really did not work?              
 
[JProbn]  How many times in the past N months did you steal THINGS from work, such as office supplies, 
tools, or merchandise?        
 
[JProbo]  How many times in the past N months did you purposely damage or destroy property, equipment, 
tools, or merchandise where you worked?     
 
[JProbp]  How many times in the past N months have you been under the influence of alcohol or drugs while 
you were at work?         
 
The next questions deal with various jobs that you or someone you know may have had where they were paid off 
the books (or under the table). 
 
[Uecona]  In the past N months, have you earned money where you were paid “off the books” or “under the 
table” or on the “DL” (down low)?  By this we mean jobs for which you are paid cash and are not reporting this 
income on tax forms.  (This could include things like cleaning houses and childcare other than babysitting) 
 1.  Yes 
 0.  No 
 

INTERVIEWER:  We are not including criminal activity here.  Pick-up work such as babysitting, 

cutting grass, shoveling now which are done sporadically and for which the subject does not pay 

taxes will be captured at this question. 
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 If 1 (Yes) 
 [Ueconc] How long have you been doing this for money? 
   1.  Less than 3 months 
   2.  3-6 months 
   3.  7-12 months 
   4.  1-3 years 
   5.  4 years or longer 

 
 [Uecond] How frequently do you do this type of work?  
   1.  Every day 
   2.  Once or twice a week 
   3.  Once or twice a month 
   4.  Once or twice a year 
   96.  Other 

 
[Ueconf]  On a typical day when you do this type of work, about how much money do you make?  
 
[Uecong]  How did you find this job?  (check all that apply) 

   1.  Parent 
   2.  Sibling 
   3.  Other family/relative 
   4.  Friend 
   5.  Neighbor 
   6.  Through someone at school 
   96.  Other 

 
If IllJob = yes: 
[Ueconk]  Earlier you mentioned that you made money in ways that are illegal.  How long have you been doing 
this for money? 
 1.  Less than 3 months 
 2.  3-6 months 
 3.  7-12 months 
 4.  1-3 years 
 5.  4 years or longer 

97. NA – no illegal income 
 
[Ueconl]  How frequently do you do this type of work? 
 1.  Every day 
 2.  Once or twice a week 
 3.  Once or twice a month 
 4.  Once or twice a year 

96. Other 
 

[Ueconn]  On a typical DAY when you do this type of work, about how much money do you make? 
 
INTERVIEWER: Round to the nearest dollar (estimated).  If more than $1000, code 1000. 

 
[Uecono] How did you find this job?  (check all that apply) 
  1.  Parent 
  2.  Sibling 
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  3.  Other family/relative 
  4.  Friend 
  5.  Neighbor 
  6.  Through someone at school 
  96.  Other 
 
If Uecona=yes, then the subject receives the Under-the-Table work calendar 
 

** UNDER-the-TABLE WORK CALENDAR **  
 
[Under]  Did you make any money during this month? 
[UnderHour]  How many hours per week did you do this „off the books‟ or „under the table‟ work this month?   
 

INTERVIEWER:  If there were multiple under-the-table jobs, do your best to estimate across all 

of them. 

 
[UnderWage]  How much money did you make doing this „off the books‟ or „under the table‟ work? 
 
 INTERVIEWER: Enter a dollar amount here, and a unit (hours/days/week/months) below. 

 
[UnderWageUnits]  Enter the units here for the dollar amount above. 
   1.  Per hour 
   2.  Per day 
   3.  Per week 
   4.  Per month 

 
** END OF UNDER-the-TABLE WORK CALENDAR **  

 
 
Which of the following responsibilities do you currently have?  For each one, please answer: 
 1.  Yes, fully 
 2.  Yes, partially 
 0.  No 
 
Are you responsible for … 
 
[Respoa]  … paying bills such as electricity or phone? 
 

INTERVIEWER:  Paying rent will be treated separately from paying bills unless rent includes 

utilities.  For example, a subject is living at home and pays a lump sum rent to his/her parents.  We 

say yes to rent but do not assume yes to paying bills.  However, another youth pays rent for an 

apartment and the rent includes utilities, say yes to both. 

        

INTERVIEWER: For this set of questions, consider only the time the youth was in the community 

and could have had these responsibilities.  We are not interested in responsibilities they had while 

in a facility.  Clarifications: 

 FULLY RESPONSIBLE = If subject doesn't do it, it won't get done. 

PARTIALLY RESPONSIBLE = Even if subject fails to contribute, the task will get done               

(someone else will do it) 

These questions are about subject's responsibilities even if he/she fails to uphold them.  It may be 

the subject‟s responsibility to pay rent, even if he/she spends all his/her money on going out. 
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[Respob]  … paying rent? 
 

INTERVIEWER: Paying rent will be treated separately from paying bills unless rent includes 

utilities.  For example, a subject is living at home and pays a lump sum rent to his/her parents.  

We say yes to rent but do not assume yes to paying bills.  However, another youth pays rent for 

an apartment and the rent includes utilities, say yes to both. 

          

INTERVIEWER: If living at home and paying a portion of the bills (you pay half and a partner 

pays half), claiming “partial responsibility” is a reasonable response option.   

 
[Respoc]  …cleaning the house? 
[Respod]  …cooking? 
[Respoe]  …taking care of a relative‟s child or children? 
 

 INTERVIEWER:  Includes taking care of siblings. 

 

[Respof]  … taking care of disabled or elderly family members? 
[Respog]  …helping support family members financially? 
[Respoh]  …supporting yourself financially? 
[Respoi]  … buying groceries?  INTERVIEWER:  This means subject is financially responsible for buying 

groceries. 
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Section 3: Explanation of Variables 
This section details the logic patterns for the income-generating calendars: legal work, under-the-table work, and 
money earned from illegal activities.  The logic for each individual calendar will be explained in detail below.   
 
Each time point interview allows for a maximum of eight or 14 months in the recall period, depending on the 
follow-up wave (eight months was the maximum for time points 6-36 and 14 was the maximum for time points 
48-84).  This means that there is a corresponding variable in the dataset reflecting events occurring in each of 
those months through a maximum of 14 months (the outer limit of any of the possible months covered).  If, 
however, the recall period did not include the maximum number of months (as is most often the case), there will 
be variables with no data.  For example, subject 1 has a recall period of five months for follow-up 12 so this 
means he/she will have data in five monthly variables but not in the remaining nine.  Subject 2, has seven months 
in the recall period for follow-up 12 so he/she will have data in all but seven of the monthly variables.  The recall 
length is set by programming code based on the current date in relationship to the date of the previous interview 
(see “Interview Information” under Measures for a more detailed description of how the length of the recall 
period is determined) 
 

Legal and Under-the-Table Work 

VERSION CHANGE 

For cases competed prior to version 01.20, any job reported on the legal work calendar could be either a regular 
paying job or an under-the-table job and there is now way to determine which it is.  (For our purposes here, a 
“regular paying job” refers to a job for which the individual receives a paycheck and taxes are withheld).  The 
distinction between regular paying legal jobs and under-the-table work was not made until version 01.21 of the 
interview.  Starting with version 01.21, a second calendar was introduced to the interview to separate under-the-
table work from regular paying jobs. 
 
The first case with data in the new under-the-table calendar appears in the follow60 timepoint (seven cases 
received the under-the-table calendar in follow48, but none of these cases participated in this type of work in the 
recall period so the entire calendar is blank for those cases). 
 
The legal and under-the-table calendars will be discussed separately in this section, followed by another section 
that discusses computed variables that combine legal and under-the-table work. 
 

Legal Work 

For cases with versions earlier than 01.21, these variables will hold information on three types of work:  jobs held 
in an institution, regular paying community-based jobs, and under-the-table jobs.  Institution jobs are distinguished 
from community-based work by a “community vs. institution” marker associated with each job, but there is no 
way of knowing which jobs are community-based legal and which are under-the-table. 
 
Starting with versions 01.21, variables in this section will hold information on two types of work: jobs held in an 
institution, and regular paying community-based jobs.  At this version, we can assume that all jobs reported on this 
calendar are regular paying jobs as a result of the introduction of the separate under-the-table calendar. 
 
Note that jobs that disappear from the legal work calendar starting with interviews completed with version 01.21 
may not necessarily mean the subject quit the job at that time.  It could instead be an under-the-table job that is 
now captured on the under-the-table calendar. 
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Gate question into the calendar 

If either one of the following items is 1 (Yes), the subject will skip into the legal work calendar. 
 
“Now I want to ask you about any jobs you might have had over the past N months.” 
 
S#JobNow “Do you currently have a paying job?” 
  ( 1 ) Yes 
  ( 0 ) No 

 
(note added in 01.21) INTERVIEWER:  Jobs in a facility are classified as legal work, and should 
be included here.  Jobs for which the subject does not pay taxes (under-the-table jobs) will be 
captured later, in the “Underground Economy” section. 

 
 S#AnyJob “Have you had a paying job at any time of the past N months?” 

  ( 1 ) Yes 
  ( 0 ) No 
 

(note added in 01.21) INTERVIEWER:  As in the previous question, include facility jobs, but do 
not include under-the-table jobs for which the subject does not pay taxes. 

 

Items plotted by month 

See here for additional variables indexed by month. 
 
The follow-up interview allowed each participant to report a maximum of four different jobs for each month of 
the recall period.  Job names were solicited through the following question: 
 

“During the month of x, did you have a regular paying job (not just something that you did every once in a 
while)?  INTERVIEWER:  Choose a short, unique description for each job (e.g., MACDONALDS or 
BABYSITTING).” 

 

Unique Job ID (hand-coded) 

Each unique job was assigned a three-digit code by staff at the coordinating center.  This ID is used in 
place of the actual job name in order to protect confidentiality of each participant, as well as to provide a 
method of tracking each job across time. 
 
Eight sets of variables plot the job ID by month, one for each job held within the recall period (this is 
limited to eight because eight is the maximum number of unique jobs held by any subject within a single 
recall period).  The job ID stored in the Job01 set of monthly variables will correspond to the job within 
the Job01 follow-up block (discussed later); the ID in the Job02 set of variables will correspond to the job 
within the Job02 block (S#JobCal_Job02_ID_M## will always = S#JobCal_Job02_ID), etc. 
 
 S#JobCal_Job01_ID_M01 to S#JobCal_Job01_ID_M14 “Job 01 – months the job was held” 
 S#JobCal_Job02_ID_M01 to S#JobCal_Job02_ID_M14 “Job 02 – months the job was held” 
 S#JobCal_Job03_ID_M01 to S#JobCal_Job03_ID_M14 “Job 03 – months the job was held” 
 S#JobCal_Job04_ID_M01 to S#JobCal_Job04_ID_M14 “Job 04 – months the job was held” 
 S#JobCal_Job05_ID_M01 to S#JobCal_Job05_ID_M14 “Job 05 – months the job was held” 
 S#JobCal_Job06_ID_M01 to S#JobCal_Job06_ID_M14 “Job 06 – months the job was held” 
 S#JobCal_Job07_ID_M01 to S#JobCal_Job07_ID_M14 “Job 07 – months the job was held” 
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 S#JobCal_Job08_ID_M01 to S#JobCal_Job08_ID_M14 “Job 08 – months the job was held” 
 
Within a recall period, the same job ID will always appear in the same row from month to month, but will 
not necessarily be in the same row across recall periods. 

 

 S1M01 S1M02 S1M03 S1M04 S1M05  S2M01 S2M02 S2M03 S2M04 

Job01_ID 101 101 101    104 104 104  

Job02_ID   102 102      105 

Job03_ID    103       

Job04_ID     104      

Job05_ID           

Job06_ID           

Job07_ID           

Job08_ID           

 
A second set of these variables (see here) are available in the linear format.  In these variables, the same job 
will always appear in the same row through the end of 84months. 
 

Interruption in money being earned 

This variable was created by staff at the coordinating center, and represents a period of time when money 
is not being earned, either from legal (institution and community based) or under-the-table work.  This was 
coded based on our estimation of the number of weeks the subject worked in each month, and occurs 
when there is a gap in time between two jobs lasting two or more weeks. 
 

Placement of the interruption 
In instances where jobs were held in consecutive months (in other words, the subject switched 
from Job A in month 4 to Job B in month 5), the job interruption was placed in the month the 
subject left the first job (in this case, month 4). 
 
In instances where jobs were held in non-consecutive months (for example, the subject left Job A 
in month 4, did not work at all in month 5, and began job B in month 6), the interruption was 
placed in the first month where the subject did not work at all (in this case, month 5). 

 
Interruptions plotted by month are an indication of a break in income from any of the three types of 
work.  A separate variable discussed later (see here) provides the total number of interruptions in 
community-based work (legal and under-the-table) and the total number of interruptions in institution 
jobs. 

 
 S#JobCal_JInts_FCU_M01 to S#JobCal_JInts_FCU_M14 
 
  “Was there an interruption in income during month x?” 
  ( 1 ) Yes – interruption this month 
  ( 0 ) No – no interruption this month 
 
Prior to version 01.21, an interruption was coded based on the four possible jobs the subject could report 
per month in the legal work calendar.  Starting with version 01.21, this was coded based on the four jobs 
plus under-the-table work. 
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Items available for each unique job 

See here for additional variables indexed by job. 
 
Variables in this section are available for each unique job the subject held during the recall period.  The follow-up 
interview allowed each participant to report a maximum of 32 unique jobs in follow06 to follow36 (when the 
recall period had a maximum of eight months), and 56 unique jobs for follow48 and later (when the calendar was 
expanded to cover 14 months).  Despite this possibility, however, in reality there has never been a subject who has 
reported more than eight unique jobs within any given timepoint interview.  The maximum number of jobs 
reported at each timepoint is listed below. 

 

 Follow06: The maximum number of jobs reported by any subject is 6. 

 Follow12: The maximum number of jobs reported by any subject is 5. 

 Follow18: The maximum number of jobs reported by any subject is 4. 

 Follow24: The maximum number of jobs reported by any subject is 4. 

 Follow30: The maximum number of jobs reported by any subject is 5. 

 Follow36: The maximum number of jobs reported by any subject is 7. 

 Follow48: The maximum number of jobs reported by any subject is 7. 

 Follow60: The maximum number of jobs reported by any subject is 8. 

 Follow72: The maximum number of jobs reported by any subject is 6. 

 Follow84: The maximum number of jobs reported by any subject is 6. 
 

Unique Job ID (hand-coded) 

Each follow-up block of questions begins with the job short name that was plotted on the calendar.  A 
three-digit unique ID was assigned to each unique job by staff at the coordinating center, and is used in 
place of the actual job name.  This is also plotted by month (see here).  The JobID in the Job01 block here 
will always match the JobID in the Job01 set of variables plotted by month above.  The same holds true 
for each job #. 
 
Note that the order of jobs within the job blocks is completely random, so that the job listed in the Job01 
block is not necessarily the first job held in the recall period. 
 
 S#JobCal_Job01_ID to S#JobCal_Job08_ID  “Unique ID associated with Job X” 
 

Community or Institutionally-based marker (hand-coded) 

This is a hand-coded binary marker created for each unique job that indicates whether the job was held in 
an institution or in the community.  The community versus institution determination was made by cross-
referencing the job calendar data with the living and services calendar monthly data, to determine the 
location at which the subject was living during the time each job was held. 
 
 S#JobCal_Job01_FacJob to S#JobCal_Job08_FacJob 
 
  “Is this an institution-based job?” 
  ( 1 ) Yes 
  ( 0 ) No 
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Facility job 

The subject is asked whether this job is one that is restricted to residents of a facility.  This was added to 
the interview in version 01.19 (starting with follow06).  Note that this is different from the community 
versus institutional job marker described above, and will not necessarily agree with the 
community/institution marker if the job is one that can be held in the community (e.g., “Maintenance” at 
a detention center will be marked as a facility job in the variable noted above, but will have a value of No 
in the PLFac variable since this type of work is not limited to institutions).  We recommend using the 
FacJob variable above in place of the current one, but we are including this variable anyway because later 
follow-up questions are triggered based on the subject‟s response. 
 
 S#JobCal_Job01_PLFac to S#JobCal_Job08_PLFac 
 

“Is this job one that you can only get if you are a resident in a facility, like doing gardening 
on the facility grounds?” 
( 1 ) Yes 
( 0 ) No 

 

Job Stability (Programming-generated) 

This set of variables indicates whether the job appears in adjacent months on the calendar.  Jobs are 
classified as consecutive if the job was listed in consecutive months in the recall period (i.e., months 1- 5), 
and non-consecutive if a job is mentioned in non-adjacent month of the recall period (i.e., months 3 and 5, 
but not 4). 
 

  S#JobCal_Job01_Consec to S#JobCal_Job08_Consec 
 
   “Is Job X consecutive or non-consecutive?” 
   ( 1 ) Job is non-consecutive 
   ( 0 ) Job is consecutive 

 

Job Type 

The subject is asked to provide a description of their responsibilities at the job.  The interviewer then 
categorized the job based on the subject‟s description. 
 
 S#JobCal_Job01_Type to S#JobCal_Job08_Type 
 
  “What type of job is X?” 
  ( 1 ) Retail/Cashier 
  ( 2 ) Counter help/fast food/restaurant worker 
  ( 3 ) Babysitting/child care/caretaker (adult or child)/camp counselor 
  ( 4 ) Skilled labor (e.g., carpentry) 
  ( 5 ) Manual labor (e.g., cutting grass, security guard) 
  ( 6 ) Office work/clerical/telemarketing 
  ( 7 ) Managerial/administrative (e.g., ran a store or restaurant) 
  ( 8 ) Technical/professional (e.g., medical assistant, newspaper reporter) 

   (96) Other (specify) 
 

* Options 7 and 8 were added to the interview in version 01.16.  This list of job types was 
expanded because the types of jobs the subject can have change as they got older. 
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* In version 01.21, the text of some of the options was expanded for the reason noted above.  The 
changes made are indicated in bold.  
 

Regular or Sporadic 

The subject is asked whether the job is something they do regularly or off-and-on. 
 
 S#JobCal_Job01_Regular to S#JobCal_Job08_Regular 
   
  “Is this job regular or off-and-on?” 
  ( 1 ) Regular 
  ( 2 ) Off-and-on (sporadic) 
 

Is the job in field of desired career 

The subject is asked if the job is within a field he/she wishes to stay in as a career.  This question was 
added to the interview in version 01.16 (this is first available beginning with follow24). 
 
 S#JobCal_Job01_Career through S#JobCal_Job08_Career 
 

“Is this job in field you wish to stay in as career?” 
( 1 ) Yes 
( 0 ) No   
 

Hourly wage 

The subject is then asked to specify the amount of money per hour that they earned at the job.  Hourly 
wage is rounded to the nearest dollar.  A separate computed variable explained in the next section (see 
here) holds the total amount of money the subject made at each job during the recall period. 
 
 S#JobCal_Job01_PLWage to S#JobCal_Job08_PLWage 
 
  “How much do you earn per hour at this job?” 
 

Hours worked per week 

These variables indicate the average number of hours per week they worked at each job.  A separate 
computed variable (see here), holds the total number of hours the subject worked at each job during the 
recall period. 
  
 S#JobCal_Job01_PLHour to S#JobCal_Job08_PLHour 
 
  “How many hours per week did you work at this job?” 
 

How the job was found 

The subject is asked to specify how they found the job.  This question was added to the interview in 
version 01.16 (this is first available beginning with follow24). 
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 Versions 01.16 through 01.18:  This question was always asked. 
 

Versions 01.19 and later:  This question was only asked if PLFac (Is this a job one can only get if 
a resident in a facility) was 0 (No). 
 
S#JobCal_Job01_HowFound to S#JobCal_Job08_HowFound 
 
 “How did you find this job?” 
 ( 1 ) Parents 
 ( 2 ) Other relative 
 ( 3 ) Friend of family 
 ( 4 ) Friend of yours 
 ( 5 ) Past employer 
 ( 6 ) Placed or answered ad 
 ( 7 ) Asked if there were job openings 
 ( 8 ) Employment office 
 (96) Other 

 

Is the job in a business owned by a relative 

The subject is then asked whether the job is in a business owned by a relative.  These were added to the 
interview in version 01.16 (this is first available beginning with follow24). 

 
  S#JobCal_Job01_Relative through S#JobCal_Job08_Relative 
 

 “Is Job X in a business owned by a relative?” 
  ( 1 ) Yes 
  ( 0 ) No 

 

Currently working at the job at the time of the interview 

The subject is then asked if they are currently, at the time of the interview, working at the job.  This 
question is only asked if the job was mentioned in the final month of the recall period and if the job was 
regular (S#JobCal_Job##_Regular). 
 
 S#JobCal_Job01_Still to S#JobCal_Job08_Still 
 
  “Are you currently working at this job?” 
  ( 1 ) Yes 
  ( 0 ) No 
 

Why left the job 

  The subject can receive this question in three ways: 
  
   1) If the subject is no longer at the job at the time of the interview (Still = No); 
   2) The job is regular (Regular = 1) and was held in non-consecutive months (Consec = 1) 

3) The job is regular (Regular = 1) and the job is not mentioned in the final month of the 
calendar. 

 
   S#JobCal_Job01_WhyLeft to S#JobCal_Job08_WhyLeft 
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“Why did you leave this job?” 
( 1 ) Quit (voluntarily) 
( 2 ) Fired 
( 3 ) Laid off 
( 4 ) Had to quit because of court-mandated program (e.g., confinement to a secure 
facility) 
( 5 ) Discharged from facility/program with which job was connected 
( 6 ) Seasonal work 
(96) Other 

 
   * Option 5 (discharged from facility) was added to the interview in version 01.15. 
 

* Options 6 (seasonal work) and 96 (other) were added to the interview in version 01.17. 
 

Is the job part of a job training program 

The subject is asked if the job is part of a job training program.  This question is only asked if the job is 
regular (S#JobCal_Job##_Regular). 
 
 S#JobCal_Job01_JobTrain to S#JobCal_Job08_JobTrain 
 
  “Is this job part of a job training program, like Job Corps?” 

   ( 1 ) Yes 
   ( 0 ) 

 

Benefits available at the job 

The subject is asked about the benefits available to them through each job.  Each of the following is 
repeated for every job held by the subject.  These are only asked if the job is classified as regular 
(Job##_Regular).  These were all added to the interview in version 01.16 (this is first available beginning 
with follow24). 
 
 “Through this job, were any of the following benefits available to you?” 
 ( 1 ) Yes 
 ( 0 ) No 
 

S#JobCal_Job##_BeneSick  “Paid sick leave?” 
S#JobCal_Job##_BeneVaca  “Paid vacation?” 
S#JobCal_Job##_BeneReti  “Retirement plan?” 
S#JobCal_Job##_BeneInsu  “Health insurance?” 
S#JobCal_Job##_BeneChil  “Child care?” 
S#JobCal_Job##_BeneTran  “Help paying for transportation/mileage?‟” 
S#JobCal_Job##_BeneNone  “NA (none of the above)” 

 

Job Satisfaction 

This next set of questions asks the subject about his/her level of satisfaction with certain aspects of each 
job.  These were all added to the interview in version 01.16. 
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Versions 01.16 through 01.18:  These were only asked if the job was classified as regular 
(S#JobCal_Job##_Regular). 
 
Versions 01.19 and later:  This question was only asked if the job was classified as regular, and if 
PLFac (Is this a job one can only get if a resident in a facility) was 0 (No). 

 
  “How satisfied are/were you with…” 
  ( 1 ) Very satisfied 
  ( 2 ) Satisfied 
  ( 3 ) Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied 
  ( 4 ) Dissatisfied 
  ( 5 ) Very dissatisfied 
 
   S#JobCal_Job##_SatSal „…your salary?‟ 

S#JobCal_Job##_SatIns „…the level of fringe benefits (e.g. health insurance)?‟ 
   S#JobCal_Job##_SatSup „…the supervision you receive?‟ 

S#JobCal_Job##_SatCon „…the control you have over your own work?‟ 
S#JobCal_Job##_SatUse „…the sense of usefulness and accomplishment that your 

work provides?‟ 
S#JobCal_Job##_SatAvd „…the chance for advancement or promotion?‟ 

   S#JobCal_Job##_SatSta „…the status your job gives you?‟ 
   S#JobCal_Job##_SatSec „…your job security?‟ 
   S#JobCal_Job##_SatPeo „…the people you work with?‟ 
   S#JobCal_Job##_SatWor „…your work load or amount of work?‟ 
 

Difficulty finding another job if quit 

The subject is asked how difficult he/she thinks it would be to find another job.  This variable was added 
to the interview in version 01.16 and is only asked if the job is regular (Regular).   
 
 S#JobCal_Job01_FDiff to S#JobCal_Job08_FDiff 
 

“If you wanted to leave this job, how difficult do you think it would be to find another one 
that was just as good?” 
( 1 ) Extremely difficult 
( 2 ) Somewhat difficult 
( 3 ) Not difficult 
 

How long they will stay at the job 

They are then asked how long (in days) they think they will stay at the job.  This is only asked if the job is 
regular (Regular) and if the subject is working there at the time of the interview (Still = Yes).  This variable 
was added to the interview in version 01.16 (this is first available beginning with follow24). 
 
 S#JobCal_Job01_StayLn to S#JobCal_Job08_StayLn 
 
  “How long do you think you will stay at this job?” 
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Mean of job satisfaction items (computed) 

These variables were computed as a mean across all job satisfaction items.  At least nine of the ten 
satisfaction items must have a valid response in order to receive a score. 
 
 S#JobCal_Job01_MeanSatisfaction to S#JobCal_Job08_MeanSatisfaction 
 
  “Mean job satisfaction at job x” 

 

Under-the-Table Work 

This calendar was added to the interview in version 01.21 to capture information specific to under-the-table work.  
As noted above, under-the-table work is not distinguished from regular work in the earlier versions of the 
interview.  The first interview completed with this calendar is in the follow48 timepoint. 

Gate question into the calendar 

This calendar is only asked if the subject endorses doing under-the-table work in the recall period (see here for a 
full explanation of this variable) and if the interview is not conducted in a federal facility. 
 

S#JobQ_Uecona “In the past N months, have you earned money where you were paid “off the 
books” or “under-the-table” or on the “DL” (down low)?  By this, we mean jobs 
for which you are paid cash and are not reporting this income on tax forms.  This 
could include things like cleaning houses and child care).” 

 ( 1 ) Yes 
 ( 0 ) No 

 

Items asked by month 

See here for additional variables indexed by month. 

Did under-the-table work  

The subject is first asked if they participated in under-the-table work during each month of the recall 
period. 
 
 S#JobCal_Worked_U_M01 to S#JobCal_Worked_U_M14 
 

“You mentioned that you made money „off the books‟ or „under-the-table‟.  Did you make 
any money during month x?” 
( 1 ) Yes 
( 0 ) No 
 

Hours per week doing this work 

For each month in which the subject endorses doing under-the-table work, they are asked for the number 
of hours per week they spent doing this type of work.  If the subject held multiple under-the-table jobs in a 
single month, then the value here will be an estimation of the number of hours worked across all jobs. 
 
 S#JobCal_UnderHours_M01 to S#JobCal_UnderHours_M14 
 

“How many hours per week did you do this work during month x?  If there were multiple 
jobs, do you best to estimate across all of them.” 
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Legal and Under-the-Table Computed Variables 

Because the legal versus under-the-table distinction was not made until a later version, we have computed four 
versions of each variable at the recall and monthly level.  Some are available for all versions of the interview while 
others are only available for versions 01.21 and later. 
 

1) (CU) Community legal, under-the-table.  These variables combine regular paying community based jobs 
reported on the legal work calendar with information reported on the under-the-table calendar.  These 
variables are available for all versions of the interview. 
 
For versions up to and including 01.20, all variables here were computed using the information obtained 
on the legal work calendar, so this would include both regular paying legal jobs and under-the-table jobs 
(since the two types were not distinguished from each other in these earlier versions). 
 
Starting with version 01.21, when the two types of work were separated, all variables combine information 
from the legal work calendar with that from the under-the-table calendar. 
 
2) (F) Institution only.  These variables contain information related to institution jobs reported on the 
legal work calendar.  Note that this includes only regular paying jobs; all under-the-table work is 
community based.  These variables are available for all versions of the interview.  The institution job 
distinction is made in the hand-coded “community or institutionally-based marker” indexed by unique job. 
 
3) (C) Community legal only.  These variables contain information exclusively on regular paying legal jobs 
held in the community, and are available for versions 01.21 and later only, after regular paying jobs were 
separated from under-the-table work. 
 
4) (U) Under-the-table only.  These variables contain information exclusively on under-the-table work 
reported on the under-the-table calendar, and are available for versions 01.21 and later only. 
 

  

Items available for each unique job 

See here for additional variables indexed by job. 
 
Two versions of each variable explained in this section are available:  one for cases before version 01.21 and one 
for 01.21 and later.  Because these variables are indexed by unique job, those before 01.21 include all types of jobs 
(institution, community-based legal, and under-the-table jobs reported on the legal work calendar). 
 
Variables for versions 01.21 and later will contain information exclusively on regular paying jobs, both institution 
and community (under-the-table work is no longer captured on the legal work calendar in these versions, so 
everything after 01.21 will be limited to regular paying work only). 
 

Number of months the job was held (before 01.21) 

This variable is a count of the number of months each job was held in the recall period, and is only 
available up to and including version 01.20.  
 
 S#JobCal_Job01_NMonths_FCU to S#JobCal_Job08_NMonths_FCU 
 
  “Total number of months worked at Job x in the recall period” 
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Number of months the job was held (01.21 and later) 

This variable is available only for cases completed with version 01.21 and later.   
 
 S#JobCal_Job01_NMonths_FC to S#JobCal_Job08_NMonths_FC 
 
  “Total number of months worked at Job x in the recall period” 

 

Number of weeks the job was held (before 01.21) 

This variable represents the total number of weeks the subject worked at each job in the recall period, and 
was computed based on the hand-coded „number of weeks worked‟ variables. 
 
 S#JobCal_Job01_NWeeks_FCU to S#JobCal_Job08_NWeeks_FCU 
 
  “Total number of weeks worked at Job x in the recall period” 

 

Number of weeks the job was held (01.21 and later) 

   
 S#JobCal_Job01_NWeeks_FC to S#JobCal_Job08_NWeeks_FC 
 
  “Total number of weeks worked at Job x in the recall period” 

 

Total number of hours worked (before 01.21) 

This variable represents the total number of hours the subject worked at each job during the recall period, 
and was computed based on the self-reported number of hours worked per week (PLHour) and our 
estimation of the number of weeks worked (discussed above). 
 
If the value of PLHour is missing, or has a “Don‟t Know” response, then that job will receive a value of -
888 (Unable to compute due to insufficient data). 
 
 S#JobCal_Job01_TotHours_FCU to S#JobCal_Job08_TotHours_FCU 
 
  “Total number of hours worked at Job x in the recall period” 

 

Total number of hours worked (01.21 and later) 

If the value of PLHour is missing, or has a “Don‟t Know” response, then that job will receive a value of -
888 (Unable to compute due to insufficient data). 

 
 S#JobCal_Job01_TotHours_FC to S#JobCal_Job08_TotHours_FC 
 
  “Total number of hours worked at Job x in the recall period” 

 

Total amount of money made (before 01.21) 
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This variable represents the total amount of money the subject earned at each job during the recall period, 
and was computed based on the self-reported number of hours worked per week (PLHour), self-reported 
hourly wage (PLWage), and our estimation of the number of weeks worked (discussed above). 
 
If the value of PLHour and/or PLWage is missing, or has a “Don‟t Know” response, then that job will 
receive a value of -888 (Unable to compute due to insufficient data). 
 
 S#JobCal_Job01_TotWages_FCU to S#JobCal_Job08_TotWage_FCU 
 
  “Total amount of money earned at Job x in the recall period” 

 

Total amount of money made (01.21 and later) 

If the value of PLHour and/or PLWage is missing, or has a “Don‟t Know” response, then that job will 
receive a value of -888 (Unable to compute due to insufficient data). 
 
 S#JobCal_Job01_TotWages_FC to S#JobCal_Job08_TotWage_FC 
 
  “Total amount of money earned at Job x in the recall period” 

 

Items at the monthly level 

See here for additional variables indexed by month. 

 

Worked in the month (community legal, under-the-table) 

This is a marker for whether the subject did any work during each month of the recall period. 

 
S#JobCal_Worked_CU_M01 to S#JobCal_Worked_CU_M14 

 
   “Did the subject work at all during month x (legal community, under-the-table)?” 
   ( 1 ) Yes 
   ( 0 ) No 
 

Worked in the month (institution only) 

 
S#JobCal_Worked_F_M01 to S#JobCal_Worked_F_M14 

 
   “Did the subject work at all during month x (legal institution)?” 
   ( 1 ) Yes 
   ( 0 ) No 
 

Worked in the month (community legal only) 

 
S#JobCal_Worked_C_M01 to S#JobCal_Worked_C_M14 

 
   “Did the subject work at all during month x (legal community)?” 
   ( 1 ) Yes 
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   ( 0 ) No 
 

Worked in the month (under-the-table only) 

For under-the-table work, this question was asked as part of the interview, and is the same as the question 
discussed above. 

 
S#JobCal_Worked_U_M01 to S#JobCal_Worked_U_M14 

 
   “Did the subject work at all during month x (under-the-table)?” 
   ( 1 ) Yes 
   ( 0 ) No 

 

Number of unique jobs (community legal, under-the-table) 

This is a count of the total number of unique jobs held in each month of the recall period. 
 
For cases prior to version 01.21, this was computed as the count of the number of community jobs listed 
on the legal work calendar (which included both regular paying and under-the-table jobs, with no way of 
distinguishing one type from the other).  This value can range from zero to four (allowing for a maximum 
of four legal jobs per month). 
 
For cases with 01.21 and later, this was computed as a count of the number of community legal jobs on 
the legal work calendar, plus 1 if the subject did any under-the-table work in the recall period (captured on 
the new under-the-table calendar).  Because we only have a yes/no indicator of doing under-the-table 
work for each month, there is no way to determine the actual number of under-the-table jobs the subject 
had.  So in cases where the subject endorsed doing under-the-table work in the month, this was computed 
as the number of unique jobs reported on the legal work calendar + 1 (thus, this can range from zero to 
five, accounting for the four job maximum limit on the legal calendar, and one for under-the-table work). 
 
 S#JobCal_NJobs_CU_M01 to S#JobCal_NJobs_CU_M14 
 
  “Total number of unique jobs held month x (legal community, under-the-table)” 
 

Number of unique jobs (institution only) 

 
 S#JobCal_NJobs_F_M01 to S#JobCal_NJobs_F_M14 
 
  “Total number of unique jobs held month x (legal institution)” 
 

Number of unique jobs (community legal only) 

 
 S#JobCal_NJobs_C_M01 to S#JobCal_NJobs_C_M14 
 
  “Total number of unique jobs held month x (legal community)” 
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Number of unique jobs (under-the-table only) 

This variable is not computed for under-the-table work.  We only have a marker for whether they did this 
type of work during the month, so the number of jobs is unknown. 

 

Number of weeks worked (community legal, under-the-table) 

This variable represents the total number of weeks worked in each month across all community based legal 
and under-the-table work (e.g., if two jobs were reported on the legal work calendar, and under-the-table 
work is also endorsed, then this variable would hold the combined number of weeks worked for those 
three jobs).  This is based on our estimation of the number of weeks the subject worked each job during 
each month.  A complete, detailed explanation of the specific rules implemented to create these variables is 
available from the coordinating center. 
 
 S#JobCal_NWeeks_CU_M01 to S#JobCal_NWeeks_CU_M14 
 
  “Total number of weeks worked month x (legal community, under-the-table)” 
 
Each value here has been adjusted to account for the fact that all months are not exactly four weeks long 
(52 weeks in a year / 12 months in a year = 4.333 weeks per month if the subject worked the full month; 
or 2.166 weeks if they worked half of the month). 
 

Number of weeks worked (institution only) 

 
 S#JobCal_NWeeks_F_M01 to S#JobCal_NWeeks_F_M14 
 
  “Total number of weeks worked month x (legal institution)” 
 

Number of weeks worked (community legal only) 

 
 S#JobCal_NWeeks_C_M01 to S#JobCal_NWeeks_C_M14 
 
  “Total number of weeks worked month x (legal community)” 
 

Number of weeks worked (under-the-table only) 

 
 S#JobCal_NWeeks_U_M01 to S#JobCal_NWeeks_U_M14 
 
  “Total number of weeks worked month x (under-the-table)” 
 

Total hours worked (community legal, under-the-table) 

This variable represents the total number of hours the subject worked in each month across all community 
jobs. 
 
 S#JobCal_TotHours_CU_M01 to S#JobCal_TotHours_CU_M14 
 
  “Total number of hours worked (legal community, under-the-table)” 
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For jobs reported on the legal work calendar, this was computed using the self-reported number of hours 
worked per week (PLHour), and our estimation of the number of weeks worked at each job. 
 
For under-the-table jobs, this was computed using the self-reported number of hours worked per week in 
the month (UnderHours), and our estimation of the number of weeks worked in the month. 
 
If the number of hours worked (either PLHour or UnderHours) is missing, or if the subject provided a 
“Don‟t Know” response, then the months in which that job was held will have a missing value of -888 
(Unable to compute due to insufficient data). 
 
If only a single job is held in a month (either legal or under-the-table), and the hours worked is unknown, 
that month will not receive a computed score.  If two or more jobs are held in a month, and any one of 
those job is missing a value for hours worked, the month will still not receive a score.  So a month will 
receive a -888 if any jobs in that month have unknown hours worked, regardless of the amount of data 
that is available for the other jobs in that month (so, if the subject had three regular paying jobs and did 
under-the-table work in a single month, and PLHour is missing for one of the three legal jobs, the month 
is assigned a -888, even though we know the hours worked for the other regular paying jobs and the 
under-the-table work). 
 

Total hours worked (institution only) 

The rules for computing the community/under-the-table version of this variable also apply here.  If the 
number of hours worked (PLHour) is missing or Don‟t Know, then the months in which that job was 
held will have a missing value code of -888 (Unable to compute due to insufficient data). 
 
 S#JobCal_TotHours_F_M01 to S#JobCal_TotHours_F_M14 
 
  “Total number of hours worked (legal institution)” 
 

Total hours worked (community legal only) 

The rules for computing the community/under-the-table version of this variable also apply here.  If the 
number of hours worked (PLHour) is missing or Don‟t Know, then the months in which that job was 
held will have a missing value code of -888 (Unable to compute due to insufficient data). 
 
 S#JobCal_TotHours_C_M01 to S#JobCal_TotHours_C_M14 
 
  “Total number of hours worked (legal community)” 
 

Total hours worked (under-the-table only) 

The rules for computing the community/under-the-table version of this variable also apply here.  If the 
number of hours worked (UnderHours) is missing or Don‟t Know, then the months in which that job was 
held will have a missing value code of -888 (Unable to compute due to insufficient data). 
 
 S#JobCal_TotHours_U_M01 to S#JobCal_TotHours_U_M14 
 
  “Total number of hours worked (under-the-table)” 
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Total money earned (community legal, under-the-table) 

This variable represents the total amount of money the subject earned in each month across all community 
jobs. 
 
 S#JobCal_TotWages_CU_M01 to S#JobCal_TotWages_CU_M14 
 
  “Total amount of money earned (legal community, under-the-table)” 
 
For jobs reported on the legal work calendar, this was computed using the self-reported hourly wage 
(PLWage), number of hours worked per week (PLHour), and our estimation of the number of weeks 
worked at the job. 
 
For under-the-table work, this was computed using the self-reported number of hours worked per week in 
the month (UnderHour), and the self-reported hourly wage. 
 
As with “total hours worked in the month”, if the number of hours OR the hourly wage is missing for a 
job, then the months in which that job was held will have a missing value of -888 (Unable to compute due 
to insufficient data). 
 

Total money earned (institution only) 

The rules for computing the community/under-the-table version of this variable also apply here.  If the 
number of hours worked (PLHour) OR the hourly wage (PLWage) is missing or Don‟t Know, then the 
months in which that job was held will have a missing value code of -888 (Unable to compute due to 
insufficient data). 
 
 S#JobCal_TotWages_F_M01 to S#JobCal_TotWages_F_M14 
 
  “Total amount of money earned (legal institution)” 
 

Total money earned (community legal only) 

The rules for computing the community/under-the-table version of this variable also apply here.  If the 
number of hours worked (PLHour) OR the hourly wage (PLWage) is missing or Don‟t Know, then the 
months in which that job was held will have a missing value code of -888 (Unable to compute due to 
insufficient data). 
 
 S#JobCal_TotWages_C_M01 to S#JobCal_TotWages_C_M14 
 
  “Total amount of money earned (legal community)” 

 

Total money earned (under-the-table only) 

The rules for computing the community/under-the-table version of this variable also apply here.  If the 
number of hours worked (UnderHours) OR the hourly wage is missing or Don‟t Know, then the months 
in which that job was held will have a missing value code of -888 (Unable to compute due to insufficient 
data). 
 
 S#JobCal_TotWages_U_M01 to S#JobCal_TotWages_U_M14 
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  “Total amount of money earned (under-the-table)” 
 

Hours worked per week (community legal, under-the-table) 

This variable gives the number of hours worked in each week of a given month.  There are four variable 
per month, one for each week. 
 
 S#JobCal_HoursPerWeek_Week1_CU_M01 to S#JobCal_HoursPerWeek_Week1_CU_M14 
 S#JobCal_HoursPerWeek_Week2_CU_M01 to S#JobCal_HoursPerWeek_Week2_CU_M14 
 S#JobCal_HoursPerWeek_Week3_CU_M01 to S#JobCal_HoursPerWeek_Week3_CU_M14 
 S#JobCal_HoursPerWeek_Week4_CU_M01 to S#JobCal_HoursPerWeek_Week4_CU_M14 
 
This was computed using the self-reported number of hours worked per week (PLHour for regular paying 
jobs, UnderHours for under-the-table work), and our estimation of the number of weeks worked in the 
month.  For example: 

- Month 01 = KFC job; 2L weeks (last two weeks) 
- Month 02 = KFC job; 4 weeks  
- Month 03 = KFC job; 2F weeks (first two weeks) 
- PLHour for KFC = 40 hours/week 

 
In this case, for Month 01 the following will have values (since they worked the last two weeks in the 
month): 

- S#JobCal_HoursPerWeek_Week1_CU_M01 = 0 
- S#JobCal_HoursPerWeek_Week2_CU_M01 = 0 
- S#JobCal_HoursPerWeek_Week3_CU_M01 = 40 
- S#JobCal_HoursPerWeek_Week4_CU_M01 = 40 

For Month 02, the following will have values (since they worked all four weeks of the month): 
- S#JobCal_HoursPerWeek_Week1_CU_M02 = 40 
- S#JobCal_HoursPerWeek_Week2_CU_M02 = 40 
- S#JobCal_HoursPerWeek_Week3_CU_M02 = 40 
- S#JobCal_HoursPerWeek_Week4_CU_M02 = 40 

 
For Month 03, the following will have values (since they worked the first two weeks in the month): 

- S#JobCal_HoursPerWeek_Week1_CU_M03 = 40 
- S#JobCal_HoursPerWeek_Week2_CU_M03 = 40 
- S#JobCal_HoursPerWeek_Week3_CU_M03 = 0 
- S#JobCal_HoursPerWeek_Week4_CU_M03 = 0 

 
If multiple jobs are held during a particular week, then the sum of the total number of hours worked 
across all jobs held in that week is taken. 
 
If PLHour is missing for a job, then the weeks in which the subject worked at that job will receive a score 
of -888 (Unable to compute due to insufficient data). 
 

Hours worked per week (institution only) 

The rules used to compute the community/under-the-table version of these variables also apply here.  If 
multiple jobs are held during a particular week, then the sum of the total number of hours worked across 
all jobs held in that week is taken). 
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If PLHour is missing for a job, then the weeks in which the subject worked at that job will receive a score 
of -888 (Unable to compute due to insufficient data). 
 
 S#JobCal_HoursPerWeek_Week1_F_M01 to S#JobCal_HoursPerWeek_Week1_F_M14 
 S#JobCal_HoursPerWeek_Week2_F_M01 to S#JobCal_HoursPerWeek_Week2_F_M14 
 S#JobCal_HoursPerWeek_Week3_F_M01 to S#JobCal_HoursPerWeek_Week3_F_M14 
 S#JobCal_HoursPerWeek_Week4_F_M01 to S#JobCal_HoursPerWeek_Week4_F_M14 
 

Hours worked per week (community legal only) 

The rules used to compute the community/under-the-table version of these variables also apply here.  If 
multiple jobs are held during a particular week, then the sum of the total number of hours worked across 
all jobs held in that week is taken). 
 
If PLHour is missing for a job, then the weeks in which the subject worked at that job will receive a score 
of -888 (Unable to compute due to insufficient data). 
 
 S#JobCal_HoursPerWeek_Week1_C_M01 to S#JobCal_HoursPerWeek_Week1_C_M14 
 S#JobCal_HoursPerWeek_Week2_C_M01 to S#JobCal_HoursPerWeek_Week2_C_M14 
 S#JobCal_HoursPerWeek_Week3_C_M01 to S#JobCal_HoursPerWeek_Week3_C_M14 
 S#JobCal_HoursPerWeek_Week4_C_M01 to S#JobCal_HoursPerWeek_Week4_C_M14 
 

Hours worked per week (under-the-table only) 

The rules used to compute the community/under-the-table version of these variables also apply here.  If 
multiple jobs are held during a particular week, then the sum of the total number of hours worked across 
all jobs held in that week is taken). 
 
If UnderHours is missing, then the weeks in which the subject worked at that month will receive a score of 
-888 (Unable to compute due to insufficient data). 
 
 S#JobCal_HoursPerWeek_Week1_U_M01 to S#JobCal_HoursPerWeek_Week1_U_M14 
 S#JobCal_HoursPerWeek_Week2_U_M01 to S#JobCal_HoursPerWeek_Week2_U_M14 
 S#JobCal_HoursPerWeek_Week3_U_M01 to S#JobCal_HoursPerWeek_Week3_U_M14 
 S#JobCal_HoursPerWeek_Week4_U_M01 to S#JobCal_HoursPerWeek_Week4_U_M14 
 
 

Items at the recall level 

Number of job interruptions (community legal, under-the-table) 

This variable represents the total number of interruptions in community based work in the recall period 
(both regular paying community jobs and under-the-table work).  An interruption is classified as a 
community-based interruption if the interruption occurred during or in the month after a community job 
was held. 
 
 S#JobCal_TotJInts_CU “Number of interruptions (community legal, under-the-table)” 
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It is possible, but rare, for a single job interruption to be classified as both a community interruption and 
an institution interruption.  This happens when the subject had both types of jobs in a single month and 
left both jobs in the same month. 
 

Number of job interruptions (institution only) 

This variable represents the total number of interruptions in work during the recall period, considering 
institutionally based jobs only.   
 
 S#JobCal_TotJInts_F  “Number of interruptions (institution only)” 
 

Number of jobs held (community legal, under-the-table) 

This is a count of the total number of unique jobs held in the recall period. 
 
For cases prior to version 01.21, this was computed as a count of the number of community jobs listed on 
the legal work calendar (which included both regular paying and under-the-table jobs).   
 
For cases completed with 01.21 or later, this was computed as a count of the number of community legal 
jobs on the legal work calendar, plus 1 if the subject did any under-the-table work in the recall period.  
Because we only have a yes/no indicator of doing under-the-table work for each month, there is no way to 
determine the actual number of under-the-table jobs the subject had.  So in cases where the subject 
endorsed under-the-table work in any month of the recall period, this was computed as the number of 
unique jobs reported on the legal work calendar + 1. 
 

S#JobCal_TotNJobs_CU “Total number of jobs held (legal community, under-the-table)” 
 

Number of jobs held (institution only) 

 
S#JobCal_TotNJobs_F “Total number of jobs held (legal institution)” 

 

Number of jobs held (community legal only) 

This is a count of the total number of unique jobs held in the recall period. 
 

S#JobCal_TotNJobs_C “Total number of jobs held (legal community)” 
 

Number of jobs held (under-the-table only) 

This variable is not computed for under-the-table work.  We only have a marker for whether they did this 
type of work during the month, so the number of jobs is unknown. 

 

Number of weeks worked (community legal, under-the-table) 

This variable represents the total number of weeks worked in the recall period across all community based 
legal and under-the-table work, and is computed as the sum of the total number of weeks worked across 
all community jobs in that month (S#JobCal_TotWeeks_CU_M##). 
 

S#JobCal_TotWeeks_CU “Number of weeks worked (legal community, under-the-table)” 
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Number of weeks worked (institution only) 

 
S#JobCal_TotWeeks_F “Number of weeks worked (legal institution)” 

 

Number of weeks worked (community legal only) 

 
S#JobCal_TotWeeks_C “Number of weeks worked (legal community)” 

 

Number of weeks worked (under-the-table only) 

 
S#JobCal_TotWeeks_U “Number of weeks worked (under-the-table)” 

 

Total hours worked (community legal, under-the-table) 

This variable represents the total number of hours the subject worked at all community jobs in the recall 
period, and was computed as the sum of the number hours worked in each month of the recall period. 
 

S#JobCal_TotHours_CU “Number of hours worked (legal community, under-the-table)” 
 

If any monthly level variable has a value of -888 (Unable to compute due to insufficient data), the recall 
period total is not computed, and instead a -888 value is also assigned to the recall level variable. 
 

Total hours worked (institution only) 

If any monthly level variable has a value of -888 (Unable to compute due to insufficient data), the recall 
period total is not computed, and instead a -888 value is also assigned to the recall level variable. 
 

S#JobCal_TotHours_F “Number of hours worked (legal institution)” 
 

Total hours worked (community legal only) 

If any monthly level variable has a value of -888 (Unable to compute due to insufficient data), the recall 
period total is not computed, and instead a -888 value is also assigned to the recall level variable. 
 

S#JobCal_TotHours_C “Number of hours worked (legal community)” 
 

Total hours worked (under-the-table only) 

If any monthly level variable has a value of -888 (Unable to compute due to insufficient data), the recall 
period total is not computed, and instead a -888 value is also assigned to the recall level variable. 
 

S#JobCal_TotHours_U “Number of hours worked (under-the-table)” 
 

Total money earned (community legal, under-the-table) 
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This variable represents the total amount of money the subject earned in the recall period across all 
community jobs, and is computed as the sum of the amount of money earned in each month. 
 

S#JobCal_TotWages_CU “Total amount of money earned (legal community, under-the-
table)” 

 
If any monthly level variable has a value of -888 (Unable to compute due to insufficient data), the recall 
period total is not computed, and instead a -888 value is also assigned to the recall level variable. 
 

Total money earned (institution only) 

If any monthly level variable has a value of -888 (Unable to compute due to insufficient data), the recall 
period total is not computed, and instead a -888 value is also assigned to the recall level variable. 
 

S#JobCal_TotWages_F “Total amount of money earned (institution)” 
 

Total money earned (community only) 

If any monthly level variable has a value of -888 (Unable to compute due to insufficient data), the recall 
period total is not computed, and instead a -888 value is also assigned to the recall level variable. 
 

S#JobCal_TotWages_C “Total amount of money earned (legal community)” 
 

Total money earned (under-the-table only) 

If any monthly level variable has a value of -888 (Unable to compute due to insufficient data), the recall 
period total is not computed, and instead a -888 value is also assigned to the recall level variable. 
 

S#JobCal_TotWages_U “Total amount of money earned (under-the-table)” 
 

Average Wages (community legal, under-the-table) 

An average wage across all jobs held in the recall period is also computed, using the computed variables 
“total hours worked in the recall period” and “total money earned in the recall period”.  This variable also 
receives a value of -888 (Unable to compute due to insufficient data) if the “total hours” or “total money” 
variable have a similar score. 
 
 S#JobCal_AvgWages_CU “Average wages (legal community, under-the-table)” 
 

Average Wages (institution only) 

This variable also receives a value of -888 (Unable to compute due to insufficient data) if the “total hours” 
or “total money” variable have a similar score. 
 
 S#JobCal_AvgWages_F “Average wages (legal institution)” 

 

Average Wages (community legal only) 

This variable also receives a value of -888 (Unable to compute due to insufficient data) if the “total hours” 
or “total money” variable have a similar score. 
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 S#JobCal_AvgWages_C “Average wages (legal community)” 

 

Average Wages (under-the-table only) 

This variable also receives a value of -888 (Unable to compute due to insufficient data) if the “total hours” 
or “total money” variable have a similar score. 
 
 S#JobCal_AvgWages_U “Average wages (under-the-table)” 

 

 

Cumulative Variables 

Several cumulative variables are also computed:  cumulative number of weeks worked, total hours worked, total 
money earned, total number of interruptions and total number of unique jobs.  These are computed for 
community/under-the-table work only.  Each case is required to have a certain number of timepoints completed 
in order to receive a computed score. 
 
 - For 1-year cumulative scores, must have 1 of 2 timepoints complete (includes follow06 – follow12) 
 - For 2-year cumulative scores, must have 3 of 4 timepoints complete (includes follow06 – follow24) 
 - For 3-year cumulative scores, must have 4 of 6 timepoints complete (includes follow06 – follow36) 
 - For 4-year cumulative scores, must have 5 of 7 timepoints complete (includes follow06 – follow48) 
 - For 5-year cumulative scores, must have 6 of 8 timepoints complete (includes follow06 – follow60) 
 - For 6-year cumulative scores, must have 7 of 9 timepoints complete (includes follow06 – follow72) 
 - For 7-year cumulative scores, must have 8 of 10 timepoints complete (includes follow06 – follow84) 
 

Cumulative 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7-year number of weeks worked 

These variables were computed as sums of the total number of weeks worked across all community-based 
legal and under-the-table work (S#JobCal_TotNWeeks_CU).  If the criteria for valid data noted above is 
not met, a value of -888 (Cannot compute: Insufficient data present to receive a computed score) is 
assigned. 
 
 JobCal_Year1_NWeeks_CU    “Cumulative 1-year number of weeks worked at community jobs” 
 JobCal_Year2_NWeeks_CU    “Cumulative 2-year number of weeks worked at community jobs” 
 JobCal_Year3_NWeeks_CU    “Cumulative 3-year number of weeks worked at community jobs” 
 JobCal_Year4_NWeeks_CU    “Cumulative 4-year number of weeks worked at community jobs” 
 JobCal_Year5_NWeeks_CU    “Cumulative 5-year number of weeks worked at community jobs” 
 JobCal_Year6_NWeeks_CU    “Cumulative 6-year number of weeks worked at community jobs” 
 JobCal_Year7_NWeeks_CU    “Cumulative 7-year number of weeks worked at community jobs” 
 

Cumulative 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7-year number of hours worked 

These variables were computed as sums of the total number of hours worked across all community-based 
legal and under-the-table work (S#JobCal_TotHours_CU).  If the “total hours” recall level variable has a 
value of -888 (Unable to compute due to insufficient data), then that timepoint is counted as “missing” (so 
for the 2-year cumulative score, if the subject has all four timepoints completed, but two of those have a 
recall period score of -888, the 2-year score is not computed because the case does not have valid data in 3 
of the 4 timepoints). 
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  JobCal_Year1_TotHours_CU   “Cumulative 1-year number of hours worked at community jobs” 
  JobCal_Year2_TotHours_CU   “Cumulative 2-year number of hours worked at community jobs” 
  JobCal_Year3_TotHours_CU   “Cumulative 3-year number of hours worked at community jobs” 
  JobCal_Year4_TotHours_CU   “Cumulative 4-year number of hours worked at community jobs” 
  JobCal_Year5_TotHours_CU   “Cumulative 5-year number of hours worked at community jobs” 
  JobCal_Year6_TotHours_CU   “Cumulative 6-year number of hours worked at community jobs” 
  JobCal_Year7_TotHours_CU   “Cumulative 7-year number of hours worked at community jobs” 
 

A value of -888 (Cannot compute: Insufficient data present to receive a computed score) is assigned to 
those cases that don‟t meet the necessary criteria to receive a score. 
 

Cumulative 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7-year amount of money earned 

These variables were computed as sums of the total amount of money made across all community-based 
legal and under-the-table work (S#JobCal_TotWages_CU).  If the “total wages” recall level variable has a 
value of -888 (Unable to compute due to insufficient data), then that timepoint is counted as “missing” (so 
for the 2-year cumulative score, if the subject has all four timepoints completed, but two of those have a 
recall period score of -888, the 2-year score is not computed because the case does not have valid data in 3 
of the 4 timepoints). 

 
  JobCal_Year1_TotWages_CU    “Cumulative 1-year total money earned at community jobs” 
  JobCal_Year2_TotWages_CU    “Cumulative 2-year total money earned at community jobs” 
  JobCal_Year3_TotWages_CU    “Cumulative 3-year total money earned at community jobs” 
  JobCal_Year4_TotWages_CU    “Cumulative 4-year total money earned at community jobs” 
  JobCal_Year5_TotWages_CU    “Cumulative 5-year total money earned at community jobs” 
  JobCal_Year6_TotWages_CU    “Cumulative 6-year total money earned at community jobs” 
  JobCal_Year7_TotWages_CU    “Cumulative 7-year total money earned at community jobs” 
 

A value of -888 (Cannot compute: Insufficient data present to receive a computed score) is assigned to 
those cases that don‟t meet the necessary criteria to receive a score. 

 

Cumulative 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7-year number of unique jobs 

This is a count of the total number of unique community-based jobs the subject held.   
 
For cases prior to version 01.21, this was computed as a count of the number of community jobs listed on 
the legal work calendar (which included both regular paying and under-the-table jobs).   
 
For cases completed with 01.21 or later, this was computed as a count of the number of community legal 
jobs on the legal work calendar, plus 1 if the subject did any under-the-table work in any of the recall 
periods being considered. 
 

JobCal_Year1_TotNJobs_CU    “Cumulative 1-year number of unique jobs” 
JobCal_Year2_TotNJobs_CU    “Cumulative 2-year number of unique jobs” 
JobCal_Year3_TotNJobs_CU    “Cumulative 3-year number of unique jobs” 
JobCal_Year4_TotNJobs_CU    “Cumulative 4-year number of unique jobs” 
JobCal_Year5_TotNJobs_CU    “Cumulative 5-year number of unique jobs” 
JobCal_Year6_TotNJobs_CU    “Cumulative 6-year number of unique jobs” 
JobCal_Year7_TotNJobs_CU    “Cumulative 7-year number of unique jobs” 
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Cumulative 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7-year number of interruptions 

These variables were computed as sums of the total number of interruptions in community-based work 
(S#JobCal_TotJInts_CU). 
 

JobCal_Year1_TotJints_CU    “Cumulative 1-year number of interruptions in income” 
JobCal_Year2_TotJints_CU    “Cumulative 2-year number of interruptions in income” 
JobCal_Year3_TotJints_CU    “Cumulative 3-year number of interruptions in income” 
JobCal_Year4_TotJints_CU    “Cumulative 4-year number of interruptions in income” 
JobCal_Year5_TotJints_CU    “Cumulative 5-year number of interruptions in income” 
JobCal_Year6_TotJints_CU    “Cumulative 6-year number of interruptions in income” 
JobCal_Year7_TotJints_CU    “Cumulative 7-year number of interruptions in income” 
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Illegal Work 
The study interview battery and protocol was sent to the Federal Bureau of Prisons for approval to conduct 
research interviews in their facilities nationwide.  After reviewing the interview battery, the Federal Bureau of 
Prisons granted access to participants only if we agreed to not ask a subset of questions.  As a result, a question 
was added to the interview in version 01.19 to identify participants being interviewed in federal facilities.  If the 
interview was conducted in a federal facility, the participant was not asked if they participated in illegal work 
during the recall period or any follow-up questions associated with illegal activities outlined in this section. 

Gate question into the calendar 

As noted above, beginning with version 01.19, this question is skipped if the interview was conducted in a federal 
facility.  In all earlier versions, this was always asked of every subject. 

 
S#IllegalWork “Have you made money in other ways over the past N months, including from 

activities that are illegal?” 
( 1 ) Yes 

    ( 0 ) No 

 

Items plotted by month 

If S#IllegalWork is 1 (Yes), information regarding the type of illegal work is obtained.  In the interview battery, 
each month was designed as a “check all that apply” question, where the interviewer could check one or more 
different types of illegal activities for that month.  In SPSS, there is one calendar for each of the different types of 
illegal activity. 

 
Example of gate into the calendar as viewed during the interview 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Type of illegal work 

“You mentioned that you made money during the past N months from ways besides working.  Did you 
make money from… 
 ( 1 ) Yes 
 ( 0 ) No 

 
S#JobCal_Illegal_SoldSt_M##  “Selling stolen property?” 
S#JobCal_Illegal_SoldDr_M##   “Selling drugs?” 
S#JobCal_Illegal_Stole_M##    “Stealing merchandise?” 
S#JobCal_Illegal_Gamb_M##  “Gambling?” 
S#JobCal_Illegal_Pros_M##   “Prostitution?” 

What illegal money-making activity were you involved in during this month (check all that 
apply) 
 
 11. … sold stolen property 

 12. … sold drugs 

 13. … stole merchandise 
 14. … gambling 

 15. … prostitution 

 96. … Other illegal activities (specify) 

 97. … NA (did not make money from other/illegal activities this month) 
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S#JobCal_Illegal_Other_M##   “Other illegal activities?” 
 

Average amount of money earned per week from illegal work 

For each month in which the subject engaged in any type of illegal work, they were asked to specify the 
amount of money per week total that they earned from all illegal activities during that month. 

 
S#JobCal_Illegal_MoneyPerWeek_M01 through S#JobCal_Illeagl_MoneyPerWeek_M14 
 

“How much money per week did you make from illegal activities during this month 
(rounded to the nearest dollar)?” 

 

Marker for doing any type of illegal work (computed) 

This is a marker for whether the subject engaged in any type of illegal work during the month.  If the 
subject endorsed any type of illegal work mentioned above (selling stolen property, selling drugs, etc.) 
during the month, then that month will have a value of 1 (Yes), and will be 0 (No) otherwise. 
 
It is important to note here that this marker does not distinguish between the types of illegal work, nor 
does it distinguish between those subjects that did only one type of illegal work in a month versus 
someone who does multiple types of illegal work. 
 
 S#JobCal_Worked_I_M01 to S#JobCal_Worked_I_M14 
 
  “Did the subject do any type of illegal work during month x” 
  ( 1 ) Yes 
  ( 0 ) No 
 

Number of weeks spent doing illegal work (hand-coded) 

This variable was hand-coded by staff at the coordinating center, and is an estimation of the number of 
weeks the subject did illegal work across all types of illegal work during each month of the recall period.   
 

  S#JobCal_NWeeks_I_M01 to S#JobCal_NWeeks_I_M14 
  
   “Number of weeks worked this month” 
 

Each value here has been adjusted to account for the fact that all months are not exactly four weeks long 
(52 weeks in a year / 12 months in a year = 4.333 weeks per month if the subject worked the full month; 
or 2.166 weeks if they worked half of the month). 

 
A complete, detailed explanation of the specific rules implemented to create these variables is available 
from the coordinating center. 

 

Whether there was an interruption in illegal work (hand-coded) 

This variable was also created by staff at the coordinating center.  A job interruption is defined as a period 
of cessation of illegal activity and was coded based on the estimation of the number of weeks the subject 
worked doing illegal activity. 
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 S#JobCal_JInts_I_M01 to S#JobCal_JInts_I_M14 “Was there an interruption month x?”  
  ( 1 ) Yes – interruption this month 
  ( 0 ) No – no interruption this month 
 

Total amount of money made from all illegal activities (computed) 

These variables represent the total amount of money made from illegal activities during each month of the 
recall period.  This was computed using the monthly “number of weeks worked” variables and the 
monthly income items (S#JobCal_Illegal_MoneyPerWeek_M##). 
 
 S#JobCal_TotWages_I_M01 to S#JobCal_TotWages_I_M14 
 
  “Total amount of money made from illegal work during month x” 
 
Note that, since this was computed based on the monthly income items, these variables represent the total 
money made across all types of illegal work done in that month. 
 
If MoneyPerWeek (money made per week) is missing for a particular month, then that month receives a 
computed score of -888 (unable to compute due to insufficient data).   

 

Items at the recall level 

Number of months doing illegal work (computed) 

This variable was computed as the sum of the number of months where the subject did illegal work across 
the recall period, using variables S#JobCal_Worked_I_M##. 
 
 S#JobCal_NMonths_I  “Total number of months doing illegal work” 

 

Total amount of money made from all illegal activities (computed) 

This represents the subject‟s total earnings in illegal work spanning the recall period, and was computed as 
the sum of the money earned during each month of the recall period (S#JobCal_TotWages_I_M##).  
Note then that again, this represents the total amount of money made across all types of illegal work in the 
recall period.   
 
 S#JobCal_TotWages_I „Total money made from illegal work in the recall period” 
 
This variable will be set to -888 (unable to compute due to insufficient data) if any of the monthly income 
variables (TotWages_I_M##) are missing. 

 

Total number of weeks worked (computed) 

This variable indicates the total number of weeks worked across all types of illegal work in the recall 
period, and was computed as the sum of the hand-coded number of weeks worked variables 
(S#JobCal_NWeeks_I_M##). 
 
 S#JobCal_TotWeeks_I “Total number of weeks worked across the recall period” 
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Total number of job interruptions (computed) 

This was computed by generating a sum of the job interruptions variables (S#JobCal_JInts_I_M##).  If 
the subject worked continuously through the recall period without any interruptions in illegal work, then a 
value of zero is assigned.  A missing value code was assigned to those that did not participate in illegal 
work at all in the recall period. 
 
 S#JobCal_TotJInts_I  “Total number of interruptions in illegal work in recall period” 

 

Cumulative Variables 

Two sets of cumulative variables are also computed:  cumulative number of weeks worked and number of 
interruptions.  Each case is required to have a certain number of completed timepoints in order to receive a 
computed score.   
 
 - For 1-year cumulative scores, must have 1 of 2 timepoints complete (includes follow06 – follow12) 
 - For 2-year cumulative scores, must have 3 of 4 timepoints complete (includes follow06 – follow24) 
 - For 3-year cumulative scores, must have 4 of 6 timepoints complete (includes follow06 – follow36) 
 - For 4-year cumulative scores, must have 5 of 7 timepoints complete (includes follow06 – follow48) 
 - For 5-year cumulative scores, must have 6 of 8 timepoints complete (includes follow06 – follow60) 
 - For 6-year cumulative scores, must have 7 of 9 timepoints complete (includes follow06 – follow72) 
 - For 7-year cumulative scores, must have 8 of 10 timepoints complete (includes follow06 – follow84) 
 

Cumulative 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7-year number of weeks worked (computed) 

These variables were computed as sums of the total number of weeks worked in the recall period across all 
types of illegal work (S#JobCal_TotWeeks_I).  If the criteria noted above is not met, a value of -100 (Not 
enough timepoints complete to receive a computed score) is assigned to the case.  A zero is assigned to the 
cases that did meet the criteria to receive a computed score, but did not do any illegal work through the 
period being computed. 
 
 JobCal_Year1_NWeeks_I  “Cumulative 1-year number of illegal weeks worked” 
 JobCal_Year2_NWeeks_I  “Cumulative 2-year number of illegal weeks worked” 
 JobCal_Year3_NWeeks_I  “Cumulative 3-year number of illegal weeks worked” 
 JobCal_Year4_NWeeks_I  “Cumulative 4-year number of illegal weeks worked” 
 JobCal_Year5_NWeeks_I  “Cumulative 5-year number of illegal weeks worked” 
 JobCal_Year6_NWeeks_I  “Cumulative 6-year number of illegal weeks worked” 
 JobCal_Year7_NWeeks_I  “Cumulative 7-year number of illegal weeks worked” 

Cumulative 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7-year number of interruptions in illegal work (computed) 

These variables were computed as sums of the total number of illegal interruptions in the recall period for 
each timepoint (S#JobCal_TotJInts_I).  If the criteria noted above is not met, a value of -100 (Not enough 
timepoints complete to receive a computed score) is assigned to the case.  A zero is assigned to the cases 
that worked continuously through the year being computed without having any interruptions in work.  A 
missing value code is assigned to those cases that did not participate in illegal work at all through the year 
being computed. 
 
 JobCal_Year1_TotJints_I  “Cumulative 1-year number of illegal job interruptions” 
 JobCal_Year2_TotJints_I  “Cumulative 2-year number of illegal job interruptions” 
 JobCal_Year3_TotJints_I  “Cumulative 3-year number of illegal job interruptions” 
 JobCal_Year4_TotJints_I  “Cumulative 4-year number of illegal job interruptions” 
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 JobCal_Year5_TotJints_I  “Cumulative 5-year number of illegal job interruptions” 
 JobCal_Year6_TotJints_I  “Cumulative 6-year number of illegal job interruptions” 
 JobCal_Year7_TotJints_I  “Cumulative 7-year number of illegal job interruptions” 

 

Recall level variables outside of the calendars 
Variables in this section provide information describing or related to income-generating activities of both the 
subject and family members, but are not part of the calendar per se.  Some questions in this section are dependent 
upon the subject having a regular paying job in the recall period (S#AnyJob = yes) while others are asked 
independently of the subject‟s employment status. 
 
All variables in this section were added to the interview in version 01.16 and will be first available in the follow24 
timepoint. 

Currently searching for a job 

These questions are only asked if the subject did not work at all in the recall period (both S#JobNow and 
S#AnyJob have to be “No”). 
 
 S#JobLk “Are you currently searching for a job?” 
   ( 1 ) Yes 
   ( 0 ) No 
 
 If 1 (Yes) 
 “What have you done to find a job?  Have you … 
  ( 1 ) Yes 
  ( 0 ) No 
 
  S#JobSeek_JS01 “Have you contacted a state agency?” 
  S#JobSeek_JS02 “Have you contacted a private employment office?” 

S#JobSeek_JS03 “Have you contacted a military recruiter?” 
S#JobSeek_JS04 “Have you contacted an employer directly?” 

  S#JobSeek_JS05 “Have you placed or answered ads?” 
  S#JobSeek_JS06 “Have you looked in the newspaper?” 

S#JobSeek_JS07 “Have you used a school employment office?” 
S#JobSeek_JS08 “Have you done anything else I haven‟t mentioned?” 

Applied for any jobs in the recall period 

 The next set of questions relate to the subject‟s experiences with employment. 
 
 S#JobQ_JQ01  “In the past N months, have you applied for any jobs?” 
    ( 1 ) Yes 
    ( 0 ) No 
 
  If 1 (Yes) 
  S#JobQ_JQ02  “Approximately how many different jobs have you applied for?” 
 

*In version 01.16 of the interview, programming code permitted the subject to 
report any number of jobs ranging from one to 20.  Starting with version 01.17, 
this was expanded to allow the subject to report any number ranging from one to 
900. 
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S#JobQ_JQ10 “Did you put in the job applications as a condition of probation/parole?” 
 ( 1 ) Yes 
 ( 0 ) No 
 
S#JobQ_JQ11 Did you put in the applications as a condition of welfare, or unemployment 

payments/benefits?” 
 ( 1 ) Yes 
 ( 0 ) No 

 
   **Both JQ10 and JQ11 were added to the interview in version 01.21. 
 

Impact of criminal record on employment 

This is a cumulative variable that indicates if the subject‟s criminal record has ever prevented them from 
getting a job and/or joining the military. 
 

Work_CriminalRecord “Has your criminal record ever prevented you from getting a job 
and/or joining the military?” 

 ( 1 ) Yes 
 ( 0 ) No 

 
S#JobQ_JQ04 “Have you ever NOT applied for a job because you were convinced that your 

criminal record would prevent you from being hired?” 
    ( 1 ) Yes 
    ( 0 ) No 

 
  If 1 (Yes) 
  S#JobQ_JQ09            “Has this happened in the past N months?” 
     ( 1 ) Yes 
     ( 0 ) No 
 
   ** JQ09 was added to the interview in version 01.17. 
 

Sources of Income 

S#JobQ_JQ05 “Do you have any source of income?” 
    ( 1 ) Yes 
    ( 0 ) No 
 
  If 1 (Yes) 
  “What are the sources of your income?” 
 
  S#JobQ_IncomeLegal   “Legal work (even if paid under the table)?” 
  S#JobQ_IncomeIllegal  “Illegal work?” 

S#JobQ_IncomeWelfare  “Welfare?” 
S#JobQ_IncomeSSI   “SSI (includes disability income)?” 
S#JobQ_IncomeRelatives  “Money you get from parents or other relatives?” 
S#JobQ_IncomeSurvivor  “Survivor benefits?” 
S#JobQ_IncomeRomPartner  “Money from spouse/partner/former partner?” 
S#JobQ_IncomeOther  “Other?" 
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*Romantic Partner as a source of income (IncomeRomPart) was added to the interview in 
version 01.17. 

  

How your money is allocated 

The next set of questions obtains information about how the subject spends his/her money.  These are 
only asked if the subject has had a source of income over the recall period (JQ05 = yes). 

 
“INTERVIEWER:  These questions are about how the subject ACTUALLY spends his/her money, and 
not about what he/she is supposed to spend it on.  For example, a subject may have the responsibility to 
pay rent/mortgage but might instead spend all of his/her money going out.  In that case, allocate the 
money to “going out”.  Also, include money from any source.  If the subject‟s spouse provides money for 
rent or groceries, but the subject spends it on cigarettes, then the cigarette item should reflect this. 
 
How much of your money is spent on xx (fill in item below) 
 ( 1 ) None of it 
 ( 2 ) Some of it 
 ( 3 ) Most of it 
 
 S#JobQ_alloca  “Rent/mortgage?” 
 S#JobQ_allocb “Utilities and home expenses (gas/electric/phone/etc.  This includes  

paying a monthly cable fee in jail” 
  S#JobQ_allocc  “Car expenses (gas/insurance/etc.)?” 
  S#JobQ_allocd “Personal credit card bills?” 

S#JobQ_alloce  “Food?” 
S#JobQ_allocf  “Cigarettes?” 
S#JobQ_allocg “Alcohol?” 
S#JobQ_alloch “Going out?” 
S#JobQ_alloci  “Savings to pay for future education?” 

  S#JobQ_allocj  “Drugs?” 
  S#JobQ_allock “Prescription medications/health insurance/doctor visits (this includes  

paying for a doctor visit in jail)?” 
  S#JobQ_allocl  “Clothes/shoes?” 
  S#JobQ_allocm “Other?” 
  S#JobQ_allocn “Your children?” 
 
   **AllocN (your children) was added to the interview in version 01.17. 
 

Work anti-social acts 

The next set of questions asked the subject about any problems he/she may have had with work over the 
recall period.  If the subject held multiple jobs over the recall period, the ratings here consider all jobs. 
 

Versions 01.16 through 01.18:  This section was only asked if S#AnyJob (had a job in the recall 
period) was 1 (Yes). 
 
Versions 01.19 through 01.23:  This section was only asked if S#AnyJob was 1 (Yes), and if the 
interview was not conducted in a federal facility. 

 
 “In the past N months, have you …” 
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 ( 1 ) Yes 
 ( 0 ) No 

 
S#JobQ_jproba “Pretended to have education or work experience you did not have, or old 

other lies to get a job?” 
 
S#JobQ_jprobb “Quit a job without knowing where you would get money to live on?” 
 

  S#JobQ_jprobc “Walked off a job (quit) without giving the boss notice?” 
 
  S#JobQ_jprobd “Been late to work?” 
 
    If YES:  S#JobQ_jprobe  “How many times?‟ 
 

S#JobQ_jprobf “Pretended you were sick or injured, or given another false excuse so you 
could get time off work?” 

 
    If YES:  S#JobQ_jprobg “How many days were you absent this way?” 
 
 “In the past N months, how many times have you.... 
 

S#JobQ_jprobh “Used things at work without getting the required permission (like using 
the telephone, Xerox machine, computer, tools, or company car without 
permission)?” 

 
S#JobQ_jprobi “Had a conflict with your boss or supervisor (like refusing to carry out an 

assignment, lying to your boss, or some other trouble with your boss?” 
 
S#JobQ_jprobj “Lost your temper, had a fight, or got into an argument with someone at 

work?” 
 
S#JobQ_jprobk “Do your job in a way that could cause you to lose it (like taking shortcuts, 

missing deadlines, breaking safety rules)?” 
 
S#JobQ_jprobl “Stole MONEY from the place where you worked?” 
 
S#JobQ_jprobm “Reported working hours or days (so that you could get paid) that you 

really did not work?” 
 
S#JobQ_jprobn “Stolen THINGS from work, such as office supplies, tools, or 

merchandise?” 
 
S#JobQ_jprobo “Purposely damage or destroy property, equipment, tools or merchandise 

where you worked?” 
 
S#JobQ_jprobp “Been under the influence of alcohol or drugs while at work?” 
 
S#JobQ_WorkAntisocial_Count “Extent of antisocial work behavior – count of items 

endorsed (JProbH through JProbP)”  
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Responsibilities 

Questions in this section obtain information about the subject‟s responsibilities.  The logic for receiving 
these questions has changed through several version releases. 
 

Early versions of 01.16:  These questions were asked of every participant. 
 
Later versions of 01.16:  These questions were only received if the subject was 18-years old or 
older, and if they did not spend the entire recall period locked up.  The locked up determination 
here comes from the location types assigned on the living calendar and is computed via 
programming during the interview.  Here, “locked up” was defined as being in a detention center, 
secure facility, jail or prison, residential treatment, medical hospital, or psychiatric facility. 
 
Versions 01.17 and later:  These questions were only received if the subject was 18-years old or 
older, and if they did not spend the entire recall period locked up.  The locked up determination in 
these versions differs from previous versions.  Here, “locked up” was defined as being in a 
detention center, secure facility, jail or prison, medical hospital, or psychiatric facility.  (Note that 
residential treatment center was dropped in this version). 
 
So, before the initial change in version 01.16, the responsibility questions were asked for both 
facility and community jobs (since these questions were initially asked of everyone, regardless of 
their locked up status).  It was only after the logic was changed mid-release that the questions were 
only asked of community jobs.  All cases completed after the logic change will have their 
responsibility responses oriented towards a community job. 

 

“Which of the following responsibilities do you currently have?  INTERVIEWER:  Fully responsible = If 
the subject doesn‟t do it, it won‟t get done.  Partially responsible = Even if subject fails to contribute, the 
task will get done (someone else will do it).  These questions are about the subject‟s responsibilities even if 
he/she fails to uphold them.  It may be the subject‟s responsibility to pay rent, even if he/she spends all of 
his/her money on going out.” 

  ( 1 ) Yes, fully 
  ( 2 ) Yes, partially 
  ( 0 ) No 
 

S#JobQ_respoa “Paying bills, such as electricity or phone?  INTERVIEWER:  Paying rent 
will be treated separately from paying bills unless rent includes utilities.  For 
example, a subject is living at home and pays a lump sum rent to his/her 
parents.  We say yes to rent but do not assume yes to paying bills.  
However, if another youth pays rent for an apartment and the rent includes 
utilities, say yes to both.” 

 
S#JobQ_respob “Paying rent?” 
 
S#JobQ_respo c “Cleaning house?” 
 
S#JobQ_respod “Cooking?” 
 
S#JobQ_respoe “Taking care of a relative‟s child or children?” 
 
S#JobQ_respof “Taking care of disabled or elderly family members?” 
 
S#JobQ_respog “Helping support family members financially?” 
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S#JobQ_respoh “Supporting yourself financially?” 
 
S#JobQ_respo  “Buying groceries?” 

 

          

Under-the-table work 

Questions in this section obtain information regarding under-the-table work.  Note that in version 01.21, a 
separate calendar was added to the interview to capture monthly information regarding under-the-table 
work (See here for more information).   
 

Did under the table work in the recall period 

Versions 01.16 through 01.20:  This item was asked of every participant. 
 
Versions 01.21 through 01.23:  This item was only asked if the interview was not conducted in a 
federal facility. 

  
S#JobQ_UeconA “In the past N months, have you earned money where you were paid “off 

the books” or “under-the-table” or on the “DL” (down low)?  By this, we 
mean jobs for which you are paid cash and are not reporting this income on 
tax forms.  This could include things like cleaning houses and child care).” 

 ( 1 ) Yes 
 ( 0 ) No 
 

INTERVIEWER:  We are not including criminal activity here.  Pick-up work such as 
babysitting, cutting grass, and shoveling snow which are done sporadically and for which 
the subject does not pay taxes will be captured in this question. 

 

Length of time doing this work.  This is only asked if the subject endorsed doing under-
the-table work during the recall period. 
 
 S#JobQ_ueconc “How long have you been doing this for money?” 
    ( 1 ) Less than three months 
    ( 2 ) 3-6 months 
    ( 3 ) 7-12 months 
    ( 4 ) 1-3 years 
    ( 5 ) 4 years or longer 
 

Frequency of doing this work.  This is again only asked if the subject endorsed doing 
under-the-table work during the recall period. 

 

S#JobQ_uecond “How frequently do you do this type of work?” 
    ( 1 ) Every day 
    ( 2 ) Once or twice a week 
    ( 3 ) Once or twice a month 
    ( 4 ) Once or twice a year 
    ( 5 ) Pick-up work 
    (96) Other 
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   ** Option 5 was added in version 01.17. 
 

Amount of money made from this work.  The subject is asked how much money they 
made from this type of work on a typical day. 
 

S#JobQ_ueconf “On a typical day when you do this type of work, about 
how much money do you make?  INTERVIEWER:  Round 
to the nearest dollar (estimated).” 

 
    

How under-the-table work was found.  The subject is then asked to specify how he/she 
found the work.  The subject can endorse more than one variable here. 
 
“Was this off the books job found via any of the following?” 
 ( 1 ) Yes 
 ( 0 ) No 
 

S#JobQ_FoundOffBParent  “A parent?” 
S#JobQ_FoundOffBSibling  “A sibling?” 
S#JobQ_FoundOffBRelative  “Other family/relative?” 
S#JobQ_FoundOffBFriend  “A friend?” 
S#JobQ_FoundOffBNeighbor “A neighbor?” 
S#JobQ_FoundOffBSchool  “Someone at school?” 
S#JobQ_FoundOffBOther  “Some other means?” 

 

Illegal work 

Questions in this section obtain information regarding illegal work.  Note that items in this section are 
only asked if the subject endorsed doing illegal work in the recall period and thus screened into the illegal 
calendar. 
 

Versions 01.16 through 01.18:  These were only asked if S#IllegalWork (Did illegal work in the 
recall period) was 1 (Yes). 
 
Versions 01.19 and later:  These were only asked if S#IllegalWork was 1 (Yes) and if the 
interview was not conducted in a federal facility. 
 

Family or friends do illegal work 

This question asks about whether the subject‟s family or friends have ever earned money from 
illegal activities.  This is cumulative through the end of 84months. 
 

Work_FamilyFriendsIllegal “Have your friends or family ever earned money 
doing things that are illegal (like selling stolen items, 
selling drugs, gambling or stealing)?” 

 ( 1 ) Yes 
 ( 5 )  No 
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Length of time doing this work.  They are then asked about their own participation in illegal 
activity. 
  

S#JobQ_ueconk “Earlier, you mentioned you made money in illegal ways.  How long 
have you been doing this for money? 

    ( 1 ) Less than three months 
    ( 2 ) 3-6 months 
    ( 3 ) 7-12 months 
    ( 4 ) 1-3 years 
    ( 5 ) 4 years or longer 
 
 

Frequency of doing this work.  This is again only asked if the subject endorsed doing illegal work 
during the recall period. 

 

S#JobQ_ueconl “How frequently do you do this type of work?” 
    ( 1 ) Every day 
    ( 2 ) Once or twice a week 
    ( 3 ) Once or twice a month 
    ( 4 ) Once or twice a year 
    (96) Other 

 
 

Amount of money made from this work.  The subject is asked how much money they made from 
this type of work on a typical day. 
 

S#JobQ_ueconn “On a typical day when you do this type of work, about how much 
money do you make?  INTERVIEWER:  Round to the nearest 
dollar (estimated).” 

 
    

How illegal work was found.  The subject is then asked to specify how he/she found the work.  
The subject can endorse more than one variable here. 
 
 “Was this off the books job found via any of the following?” 
 ( 1 ) Yes 
 ( 0 ) No 
 

S#JobQ_FoundIllParent  “A parent?” 
S#JobQ_FoundIllSibling  “A sibling?” 
S#JobQ_FoundIllRelative  “Other family/relative?” 
S#JobQ_FoundIllFriend  “A friend?” 
S#JobQ_FoundIllNeighbor  “A neighbor?” 
S#JobQ_FoundIllSchool  “Someone at school?” 
S#JobQ_FoundIllOther  “Some other means?” 
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Summary of Computed Variables 

The table here is intended to provide a quick overview of the computed variables that are available regarding money-making activities.  Each variable 
was explained in full detail in the previous section of this document. 

 

 Institution Jobs Community  
(legal and under-the-table 
combined) 

Community  
(legal only) 

Community  
(under-the-table only) 

Illegal Work 

By Month 
Worked x (all versions) x (all versions) x (01.21 and later) x (01.21 and later) x (all versions) 

Number of unique jobs x (all versions) x (all versions) x (01.21 and later) ---- ---- 

Number of weeks worked x (all versions) x (all versions) x (01.21 and later) x (01.21 and later) x (all versions) 

Total hours worked x (all versions) x (all versions) x (01.21 and later) x (01.21 and later) ---- 

Total money earned x (all versions) x (all versions) x (01.21 and later) x (01.21 and later) x (all versions) 

Number of hours worked 
per week (weeks 1-4) 

x (all versions) x (all versions) x (01.21 and later) x (01.21 and later) ---- 

Interruptions in income x (all versions – one variable combines all four types of work) x (all versions) 

Job ID x (all versions – one variable combines all four types of work) ---- 

Type of illegal work ---- ---- ---- ---- x (all versions) 

Amount of money made 
per week 

---- ---- ---- ---- x (all versions) 

By Recall Period 
Number of unique jobs x (all versions) x (all versions) x (01.21 and later) ---- ---- 

Number of weeks worked x (all versions) x (all versions) x (01.21 and later) x (01.21 and later) x (all versions) 

Total hours worked x (all versions) x (all versions) x (01.21 and later) x (01.21 and later) ---- 

Total money earned x (all versions) x (all versions) x (01.21 and later) x (01.21 and later) x (all versions) 

Interruptions in income x (all versions) x (all versions) ---- ---- x (all versions) 

Average wages x (all versions) x (all versions) x (01.21 and later) x (01.21 and later) ---- 

Cumulative Variables (Years 1 – 7) 
Number of unique jobs ---- x (all years) ---- ---- ---- 

Number of weeks worked ---- x (all years) ---- ---- x (all years) 

Total hours worked ---- x (all years) ---- ---- ---- 

Total money earned ---- x (all years) ---- ---- x (all years) 

Interruptions in income ---- x (all years) ---- ---- x (all years) 
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Section 4: Descriptive Information Regarding the Recall Period 
 
As a standard practice, the specific calendar information will be accompanied by three sets of variables which 
describe the recall period.  This information is important for the user to consider when attempting to use data 
characterizing the recall period (e.g. measures) in conjunction with the monthly-level calendar data.  In addition, 
this information is useful if the user is viewing events from a developmental perspective. 
 

Community vs. Institution Month Marker 

This variable indicates whether each month of the recall period is a community or institution month, where a 
community month is defined as a month where the subject spent eight or fewer days in a facility. The following 
facility types are considered an “institution” for this purpose because these types of places do not generally allow a 
client to “come and go” and they provide educational services to the youth where appropriate: 
 

- Drug and alcohol facility or detoxification unit.  These are facilities where the primary focus is the 
provision of substance use treatment.  Detoxification and longer-term substance use treatment programs 
are both included, with the vast majority being longer-term treatment facilities. 

- Psychiatric hospital or unit.  These are settings which provide inpatient acute care to evaluate and 
stabilize individuals with mental health or behavioral problems. 

- Jail or prison.  These settings have incarceration as the main goal, and are almost all adult settings.  Jails, 
usually locally run, hold people until trial for relatively short sentences after trial.  Prisons are usually 
state-run and hold people for a longer term after trial.  Federal adult detention centers and Immigration 
and Naturalization Services (INS) detention centers are also included in this category, although these 
constitute a very small portion. 

- Detention.  These are juvenile facilities where adolescents await their adjudication hearing or more 
permanent placement after adjudication and disposition. 

- Pennsylvania Youth Development Centers (YDC) / Arizona Department of Juvenile Corrections 
(ADJC).  These facilities are state-run, secure juvenile facilities, formerly characterized as “state training 
schools”.  They provide secure custody, education, and treatment to committed youth. 

- Contracted residential treatment (general).  These settings provide residential care within a 
structured environment.  A range of services may be offered, usually centered on a specific model of 
intervention (e.g., peer culture, physical challenge), and there may be varying amounts of security and 
access to the community. 

- Contracted residential treatment (mental health).  These settings have an integrated residential 
program of therapies and activities.  The primary focus of treatment is on the youth‟s mental health 
needs, and the facility targets mentally ill adolescents. 

 
Any stays in the following setting types are not considered “institutions” for this purpose because the youth in 
these settings have access to the community (i.e. they may attend the local schools,  may hold a job in the 
community): 

- Foster home.  These are defined as placements with non-kin ordered by child welfare or dependency 
court. 

- Shelter.  These facilities provide short-term, non-secure, temporary out-of-home care. 
- Other.  This includes any residential setting not captured by the above categories such as residential 

military-style high school or YMCA. 
 

S#CommunityMonth_M01 to S#CommunityMonth_M14 “Community or institution month” 
      ( 1 ) Community month 
      ( 0 ) Institution month 
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Number of days covered in each month of the recall period 

This value represents the number of days in each month that is represented in the calendar data (i.e., if Month03 
covers February, NDays for that month will = 28).  The values for the last month of the recall period are reduced, 
however, if the interview was actually conducted in that month.  For example, if the current interview is conducted 
on 02/18/05, the value for the last month of the recall period is 18.  If the interview is being conducted before the 
15th of the month, the last month covered is actually the previous month.  However, if the interview is being 
conducted after the 15th of the month, then that recall period covers all days of the month up through the day of 
the interview. 
 

S#NDays01 to S#NDays14  “Number of days covered in month x” 
 
 

Calendar month and year mapped to a recall period month 

These variables (labeled “RealDate”) provide the calendar month and year associated with each month covered in 
the recall period (e.g.  Month 3 of the 18th month follow-up interview is equal to July 2003 for one subject but it 
could be referencing December 2006 for another subject). 
 
 S#RealDate01 to S#RealDate14  “Calendar month and year linked S#M#” 
 
 

Subject age at each month 

These variables plot the subject‟s age at each month of the recall period.  Subject age at the time of the interview is 
also available (see the “Demographics” measure codebook for more information).  Two sets of variables are 
available for each month, 1) the subject‟s age truncated to a whole number, and 2) the subject‟s age as a 
continuous variable.  Each is computed as the calendar date for the month (from the S#RealDate## variables 
above) minus the subject‟s date of birth. 
 
 S#SubjAge_M01 through S#SubjAge_M14  “Subject age during month x (truncated0” 
 
 S#CTSubjAge_M01 through S#CTSubjAge_M14 “Subject age during month x (continuous)” 
 
For 328 cases, the subject‟s age at the baseline was greater than the age in the first month of follow06.  This 
happened when the calendar month for the date of the baseline interview and the calendar month for S1M01 are 
the same.  The RealDate variables are in the Year/Month/Day format, and are set to the first of each month (e.g., 
S1M01 = January 1, 2007; S1M02 = February 1, 2007; S1M03 = March 1, 2007, etc.), so the baseline age will be 
slightly higher than the age at S1M01 when this is the same month.  For these cases, we have set the age at S1M01 
equal to the age at the baseline interview. 

 
Also, note that the subject‟s age at the time of the follow-up interviews and their age in the final month of the 
recall period will not always be the same, because the last month of the recall period is not always set to the month 
in which the interview was conducted.  If the interview was conducted before the 15th of the month, the final 
month of the recall period will be set (through programming code) to the month prior (e.g., if conducted on 
November 14th, the last month will be set to October).  If the interview was conducted after the 15th of the month, 
the age in the final month and the age at the recall level will be the same. 
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Section 5: Variables in the linear format 

Conversion of recall monthly data to linear months 

The monthly Pathways data, in its raw form, is not suited for some kinds of analytic approaches (e.g., trajectory 
analysis).  Each time point interview allows for a maximum of 8 or 14 months in the recall period, depending on 
the follow-up wave (8 months was the maximum for time points 6-36 and 14 was the maximum for time points 
48-84).  This means that there is a corresponding variable in the dataset reflecting events occurring in each of 
those months through a maximum of 14 months (the outer limit of any of the possible months covered).  If, 
however, the recall period did not include the maximum number of months (as is most often the case), there will 
be variables with no data.  For example, subject 1 has a recall period of 5 months for follow-up 12 so this means 
he/she will have data in five monthly variables but not in the remaining nine.  Subject 2, has seven months in the 
recall period for follow-up 12 so he/she will have data in all but seven of the monthly variables.  The recall length 
is set by programming code based on the current date in relationship to the date of the previous interview (see 
“Interview Information” under Measures for a more detailed description of how the length of the recall period is 
determined).  However, the programming code did permit the interviewer to “reset” by hand the length of the 
recall period.  This was done infrequently, but in some instances it created a situation in which we obtained two 
reports of the same month.  For example, follow06 covered months January to June and the interviewer resets the 
follow12 recall period to start with June (leading to two different reports for the month of June).  A series of data 
cleaning decisions (described in Section 6) were implemented to correct these situations but we note them here 
because they are relevant to the conversion of the data to linear months. 
 
The “linear months” data reformats the variables so that each variable is a sequential representation of life event 
data for each month of the research participant‟s life from the baseline interview forward.  Thus, “linear month 8” 
actually represents eight calendar months from the baseline and “linear month 16” is actually 16 months past the 
baseline interview.  In this format, several issues are resolved.  Specifically: 
 

1. Months not covered in the recall period are removed.  In the “recall period by-month” format (as 
outlined in Section 3), there are place-markers for months not covered in the recall period (e.g., if 
S#NMonths = 5, variables for months 6 – 14 are still included but will be blank for that case).  The 
actual number of months covered in the recall period will vary from case to case, with the majority 
having fewer than 14 months covered. 

 
In the linear format, variables outside of the range of months covered in the recall period are 
eliminated, so that only months with a subject self-report remain. 

 
2. Overlapping months are removed.  Situations where there were two reports for the same calendar 

month are corrected, and the duplicate month is removed entirely (click here for more information 
about overlapping months). 

 
3. Gap months are accounted for.  In some cases, a subject report is missing entirely for a particular 

calendar month.  For instance, the end of the follow06 recall period may cover January 2000, and the 
beginning of follow12 covers March, resulting in an absence of a report for February.  In this case, the 
missing calendar month (February) is included in the sequence of linear data but is noted as being a 
“gap” month (e.g., Linear month #6 = January; Linear month #7 = February (“gap month”); Linear 
month #8 = March, etc.). 

 
It‟s important to note that while a place-holder for the gap month is included in the linear sequence, 
there will not be any subject self-report data for that month (click here for more information about gap 
months). 
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4. Missed timepoint interviews.  Place-holders for calendar months that are missing a subject self-
report due to a missed timepoint interview are also included in the linear sequence.  As with gap 
months, all self-report data from the subject will be missing for these months. 

 

Explanation of Linear Variables 

Variables available in the linear format 

All items in this calendar that are available in the “by month – by recall period” format are also available in the 
linear format. 

Legal/Under-the-table Calendar 

L##JobCal_Job01_ID  “Was Job01 held in this month” 
L##JobCal_Job02_ID  “Was Job02 held in this month” 
L##JobCal_Job03_ID  “Was Job03 held in this month” 
L##JobCal_Job04_ID  “Was Job04 held in this month” 
L##JobCal_Job05_ID  “Was Job05 held in this month” 
L##JobCal_Job06_ID  “Was Job06 held in this month” 
L##JobCal_Job07_ID  “Was Job07 held in this month” 
L##JobCal_Job08_ID  “Was Job08 held in this month” 
L##JobCal_Job09_ID  “Was Job09 held in this month” 
L##JobCal_Job10_ID  “Was Job10 held in this month” 
L##JobCal_Job11_ID  “Was Job11 held in this month” 
L##JobCal_Job12_ID  “Was Job12 held in this month” 
L##JobCal_Job13_ID  “Was Job13 held in this month” 
L##JobCal_Job14_ID  “Was Job14 held in this month” 
L##JobCal_Job15_ID  “Was Job15 held in this month” 
L##JobCal_Job16_ID  “Was Job16 held in this month” 
L##JobCal_Job17_ID  “Was Job17 held in this month” 
L##JobCal_Job18_ID  “Was Job18 held in this month” 
L##JobCal_Job19_ID  “Was Job19 held in this month” 
L##JobCal_Job20_ID  “Was Job20 held in this month” 
L##JobCal_Job21_ID  “Was Job21 held in this month” 
L##JobCal_Job22_ID  “Was Job22 held in this month” 
L##JobCal_Job23_ID  “Was Job23 held in this month” 
L##JobCal_Job24_ID  “Was Job24 held in this month” 
L##JobCal_Job25_ID  “Was Job25 held in this month” 
L##JobCal_Job26_ID  “Was Job26 held in this month” 
L##JobCal_Job27_ID  “Was Job27 held in this month” 
L##JobCal_Job28_ID  “Was Job28 held in this month” 
L##JobCal_Job29_ID  “Was Job29 held in this month” 
 
Twenty-nine sets of variables plot the job ID in the linear format, one for each possible job held across 
84months (this is limited to 29 because this is the maximum number of unique jobs reported by any 
subject through the end of 84months). 
 
Recall that this is also plotted at the monthly recall level (see here).  In those variables, the same job ID 
always appears in the same row month to month within recall periods, but not across recall periods (so 
Job01 in the 06month might be ID 101, but might be 201 in the 12month).  In the linear version here, the 
same job ID will always appear in the same row through the end of 84months, so each set of JobID 
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variables will be limited to holding only one JobID across time.  Once the subject quits a particular job, a 
missing value code (-97: Job was not held this month) is applied for the remaining months. 

 
 

 L01 L02 L03 L04 L05 L06 L07 L08 L09 L10 L11… 

Job01_ID 101 101 101 -97 101 101 -97 -97 -97 -97 -97 

Job02_ID -97 -97 201 201 201 201 201 -97 -97 -97 -97 

Job03_ID -97 -97 -97 -97 -97 301 -97 -97 -97 -97 -97 

Job04_ID -97 -97 -97 -97 -97 -97 -97 401 401 -97 -97 

Job05_ID -97 -97 -97 -97 -97 -97 -97 -97 -97 501 -97 

Job06_ID -97 -97 -97 -97 -97 -97 -97 -97 -97 -97 601 

Job07_ID -103 -103 -103 -103 -103 -103 -103 -103 -103 -103 -103 

Job08_ID -103 -103 -103 -103 -103 -103 -103 -103 -103 -103 -103 

 (-103 = No additional jobs were held) 
 
L##JobCal_JInts_FCU  “Interruption in income this month” 
L##JobCal_UnderHours  “Hours per week doing under-the-table work” 
 
L##JobCal_Worked_U   “Worked (under-the-table only)” 
L##JobCal_Worked_CU  “Worked (community legal, under-the-table)” 
L##JobCal_Worked_F   “Worked (institution only)” 
L##JobCal_Worked_C   “Worked (community legal only)” 
 
L##JobCal_NJobs_CU   “Number unique jobs (community legal, under-the-table)” 
L##JobCal_NJobs_F   “Number unique jobs (institution only)” 
L##JobCal_NJobs_C   “Number unique jobs (community legal only)” 
 
L##JobCal_NWeeks_CU  “Number of weeks worked (community legal, under-the-table)” 
L##JobCal_NWeeks _F  “Number of weeks worked (institution only)” 
L##JobCal_NWeeks _C  “Number of weeks worked (community legal only)” 
L##JobCal_NWeeks_U   “Number of weeks worked (under-the-table only)” 
 
L##JobCal_TotHours_CU  “Total hours worked (community legal, under-the-table)” 
L##JobCal_TotHours_F  “Total hours worked (institution only)” 
L##JobCal_TotHours_C  “Total hours worked (community legal only)” 
L##JobCal_TotHours_U   “Total hours worked (under-the-table only)” 
 
L##JobCal_TotWages_CU  “Total money earned (community legal, under-the-table)” 
L##JobCal_TotWages _F  “Total money earned (institution only)” 
L##JobCal_TotWages _C  “Total money earned (community legal only)” 
L##JobCal_TotWages _U   “Total money earned (under-the-table only)” 
 
L##JobCal_HoursPerWeek_week1_CU “Week1: Total hours worked (community legal, under-the-table)” 
L##JobCal_HoursPerWeek_week2_CU “Week2: Total hours worked (community legal, under-the-table)” 
L##JobCal_HoursPerWeek_week3_CU “Week3: Total hours worked (community legal, under-the-table)” 
L##JobCal_HoursPerWeek_week4_CU “Week4: Total hours worked (community legal, under-the-table)” 
 
L##JobCal_HoursPerWeek_week1_F  “Week1: Total hours worked (institution only)” 
L##JobCal_HoursPerWeek_week2_F  “Week2: Total hours worked (institution only)” 
L##JobCal_HoursPerWeek_week3_F  “Week3: Total hours worked (institution only)” 
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L##JobCal_HoursPerWeek_week4_F  “Week4: Total hours worked (institution only)” 
 
L##JobCal_HoursPerWeek_week1_C “Week1: Total hours worked (community legal only)” 
L##JobCal_HoursPerWeek_week2_C “Week2: Total hours worked (community legal only)” 
L##JobCal_HoursPerWeek_week3_C “Week3: Total hours worked (community legal only)” 
L##JobCal_HoursPerWeek_week4_C “Week4: Total hours worked (community legal only)” 
 
L##JobCal_HoursPerWeek_week1_U “Week1: Total hours worked (under-the-table only)” 
L##JobCal_HoursPerWeek_week2_U “Week2: Total hours worked (under-the-table only)” 
L##JobCal_HoursPerWeek_week3_U “Week3: Total hours worked (under-the-table only)” 
L##JobCal_HoursPerWeek_week4_U “Week4: Total hours worked (under-the-table only)” 
 

Illegal Work Calendar 

L##JobCal_Worked_I  “Worked (illegal activity)” 
L##JobCal_NWeeks_I  “Number of weeks worked (illegal activity)” 
L##JobCal_JInts_I   “Interruption in income (illegal activity)” 
L##JobCal_TotWages_I  “Total money made (illegal activity)” 
 
L##JobCal_Illegal_SoldSt  “Sold stolen property” 
L##JobCal_Illegal_SoldDr  “Sold drugs” 
 L##JobCal_Illegal_Stole  “Stole merchandise” 
L##JobCal_Illegal_Gamble  “Gambling” 
L##JobCal_Illegal_Prostitute  “Prostitution” 
L##JobCal_Illegal_Other  “Other illegal activity” 
 
L##JobCal_MoneyPerWeek  “Money made per week across all types of illegal activities” 
 

Community vs. Institution Month Marker 

L01CommunityMonth to L87CommunityMonth “Community month marker (<8 days in D/A, 
Psych, JailPrison, Detention, YDC, CR, and CR-
MH)” 

Subject Age 

 L01SubjAge to L87SubjAge  “Subject age (truncated)” 
 L01CTSubjAge to L87CTSubjAge “Subject age (continuous)” 
 

Number of Days Covered, and Calendar Months 

 L01NDays to L87NDays  “Number of days covered this month” 
 L01RealDate to L87RealDate  “Calendar month and year linked to linear month” 
 

Recall period month mapped to linear month number 

In addition, a “map” is provided to link the linear month back to the recall period and month in which the 
information was originally collected.  This is important to know when recall-level data is being used in 
conjunction with the monthly event calendar data. 
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For example, a trajectory analysis of employment at the monthly level is conducted.  The investigator 
observes a distinct period of time when employment declines (or increases) and wants to understand what 
else is going on in the life of the participant on that trajectory during that particular period in time.  
He/she can look at recall-level data for that time period (e.g., symptoms, relationship quality) to draw 
some inferences. 
 
L01TpMo to L87TpMo “Recall period month (s#m#) mapped to linear month number ##” 
 
These variables link the recall period month (s#m#) to each linear month (e.g., whether linear moth 
number 26 is S5M1 or S5M4, etc.).  A code and label is inserted into each month to indicate why data is 
missing for that particular calendar month.  There are three important codes: 
 

- Months missing due to the timepoint interview being missed. 
o These are noted with a series of five dashes (-----) in the TpMo variables (dashes are 

used instead of a numeric code because these are string variables). 
o In all other linear variables, a sysmis code of -201 (Month missing – timepoint 

interview missed) is assigned. 
 

- Months missing due to a gap in months between recall periods  (e.g., the end of s1 
covered January, but the beginning of s2 started with March) 

o These are noted as “-GAP-” in the TpMo variables. 
o In all other linear variables, a sysmis code of -699 (Month missing – gap in months 

covered between recall periods) is assigned. 
 

- Months outside of the range of linear months covered by the case through the 84month 
interview.  Most cases do not have exactly 84 months covered through the follow84 
timepoint.  The maximum number of months covered by any case is 87, therefore all cases are 
allowed for that number of months, but most have fewer than that maximum. 

o Months outside of the range for a particular case are noted as „nirp‟ (not in recall 
period) in the TpMo variables. 

o In all other linear variables, a sysmis code of -555 (Month outside the range of linear 
months covered by the case) is assigned. 
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 Section 6: Data Issues 

Overlapping Months 

Introduction 

The number of months covered in each recall period (S#NMonths) is usually automatically determined by the 
interview programming.  Follow-up interviews for a particular timepoint must be conducted within a specific 
period of time, ranging from six weeks prior to the exact target date to eight weeks after the target date.  The last 
month covered in the recall period is determined based on whether the interview was actually conducted in that 
month.  If the interview was conducted after the 15th of the month, the last month of the recall period was set to 
the month in which it was conducted; if completed prior to the 15th, the last month was set to the month prior.  
For example, the last month of the recall period is set to February if the interview is conducted on or after 
February 15th.  If the interview was conducted between February 1st and 14th, the last month of the recall period 
was set to January. 

 
However, interviewers were able to override the programming that set the time frame for reporting, and in some 
situations they created two reports for the same month, collected at two different interviews.  For instance, the 
follow30 timepoint may have a seven month recall period covering January through June, while the follow48 
timepoint covered May through December, resulting in months May and June being covered in both timepoints. 

 
Through follow84, there are 221 cases where the same calendar month was covered in two timepoint interviews.  
Data cleaning was carried out by staff at the coordinating center to remove data for the duplicate month, so that 
the end result is a single report for that calendar month.  As a general rule, the recall period month that was closest 
to the time of the event for which information was being collected was kept, and the other month was removed.  
For example: 

 
- The date of the follow06 interview is July 20th, 2000. 
- S1M06 covers the month of July.  In this recall period, the subject reports they were arrested and 

charged this month. 
 
- The date of the follow12 interview is December 2000. 
- S2M01 covers the month of July.  Here, the subject does not report an arrest this month. 

 
The date in S2M01 was removed.  We believe the report of an arrest in S1M06 because the interview is being 
conducted in July, and the subject is reporting an arrest in that month.  We believe the report of an arrest in 
S1M06 because this is closer to the time of the event (reporting an arrest in July while being interviewed in July) 
than the follow12 report (where the subject is being interviewed in December and trying to report on something 
that happened six months prior). 

 

Impact on S#NMonths and calendar data 

S#NMonths  “Number of months covered in the recall period” 
 

This variable holds the number of months covered in the recall period and is important for all data plotted by 
month (refer to the “Interview Information” measure codebook fore more specific information about this 
variable) and is impacted by the overlapping months issue. 

 
The number of months removed as a result of overlap cleaning is deducted from the interview-generated value of 
S#NMonths, so that the overlap corrected value of S#NMonths represents the actual number of months for 
which there is a valid subject report for that recall period. 
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In the majority of cases, data within overlapping months at the beginning of the recall period were removed (e.g., 
when S1M06 and S2M01 overlap, S2M01 is removed).  A system missing code is inserted for that month to 
indicate that the month overlaps with the one in the prior recall period, and S2M01 will no longer hold any data.  
In these cases, the subject will have data in recall months that fall outside of the range of months indicated in 
S#NMonths.  In other words, if a case originally had a five month recall period, and the first two months at the 
beginning are removed as a result of overlap, the new value of S#NMonths will be 3, but data will still be present 
in recall months 4 and 5.   

 
For example: 

- The original value of S#NMonths for follow12 = 4. 
- S1M05 and S2M01 cover the month of May; all data for S2M01 are removed. 

 
- The overlap corrected value of S#NMonths for follow12 = 3.  Data is still present in S2M04. 
- All self-reported subject data for S2M01 are removed.  A system missing code indicates that that 

month overlaps with the one in the prior recall period. 
 

 S1M01 S1M02 S1M03 S1M04 S1M05 
(KEEP) 

 S2M01 
(REMOVE) 

S2M02 S2M03 S2M04 

Calendar 
Month 

January February March April May  May June July August 

Arrested 
Calendar 
(before 
cleaning) 

No 
Arrest 

No 
Arrest 

No 
Arrest 

No 
Arrest 

Arrest  No Arrest No 
Arrest 

No 
Arrest 

No 
Arrest 

Arrested 
Calendar 
(after 
cleaning) 

No 
Arrest 

No 
Arrest 

No 
Arrest 

No 
Arrest 

Arrest  Overlap 
month – 
refer to other 
timepoint 
for data 

No 
Arrest 

No 
Arrest 

No 
Arrest 

 

Gap Months 

Introduction 

In some situations, there is a gap in the months covered between recall periods.  For instance, the follow30 
timepoint may cover the calendar months January through July, while the follow36 recall period may cover 
calendar months October through December.  As a result, self-reported subject data is not obtained for the 
months of August and September. 

 
Through follow84, there are 125 cases that have at least one “gap” month between recall periods, with 31 of these 
cases having two or more missing months.
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Appendix A: Making and Spending Money Calendar Summary Table 
 

Description of Variable Variable Name Version 
Change 

Page 
Number 

By recall period    
Legal and Under-the-table    
Currently have a regular paying job S#JobNow X 19 
Had a paying job in the recall period S#AnyJob X 19 

Number of interruptions in income (community-based legal 
and under-the-table) 

S#JobCal_TotJInts_CU X 36 

Number of interruptions in income (institution only) S#JobCal_TotJInts_F  37 

Number of unique jobs (community-based legal and under-the-
table) 

S#JobCal_TotNJobs_CU X 37 

Number of unique jobs (institution only) S#JobCal_TotNJobs_F  37 
Number of unique jobs (community legal only) S#JobCal_TotNJobs_C X 37 

Total number of weeks worked (community-based legal and 
under-the-table) 

S#JobCal_TotNWeeks_CU X 37 

Total number of weeks worked (institution only) S#JobCal_TotNWeeks_F  38 

Total number of weeks worked (community legal only) S#JobCal_TotNWeeks_C X 38 
Total number of weeks worked (under-the-table only) S#JobCal_TotNWeeks_U X 38 

Total number of hours worked (community-based legal and 
under-the-table) 

S#JobCal_TotHours_CU X 38 

Total number of hours worked (institution only) S#JobCal_TotHours_F  38 
Total number of hours worked (community legal only) S#JobCal_TotHours_C X 38 

Total number of hours worked (under-the-table only) S#JobCal_TotHours_U X 38 

Total amount of money earned (community-based legal and 
under-the-table) 

S#JobCal_TotWages_CU X 39 

Total amount of money earned (institution only) S#JobCal_TotWages_F  39 
Total amount of money earned (community legal only) S#JobCal_TotWages_C X 39 

Total amount of money earned (under-the-table only) S#JobCal_TotWages_U X 39 
Weighted average wage (community-based legal and under-the-
table) 

S#JobCal_AvgWages_CU X 39 

Weighted average wage (institution only) S#JobCal_AvgWages_F  39 
Weighted average wage (community legal only) S#JobCal_AvgWages_C X 39 
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Weighted average wage (under-the-table only) S#JobCal_AvgWages_U X 40 

Illegal Activity    
Earned money from illegal activities S#IllegalWork X 43 

Number of interruptions in income (illegal activity) S#JobCal_TotJints_I X 46 
Total number of weeks worked (illegal activity) S#JobCal_TotWeeks_I X 45 

Total amount of money earned (illegal activity) S#JobCal_TotWages_I X 45 
Number of months did this type of work (illegal activity) S#JobCal_NMonths_I X 45 

General    
Currently looking for a job S#JobLk X 47 
What has been done to try to find a job S#JobCal_JobSeek_J01 to 

S#JobCal_JobSeek_J08 
X 47 

Applied for any jobs in the recall period S#JobQ_JQ01 X 47 

Put in application as a condition of probation or parole S#JobQ_JQ10 X 48 
Put in application as a condition of welfare/unemployment S#JobQ_JQ11 X 48 

Number of jobs applied for S#JobQ_JQ02 X 47 

Ever not applied for a job because convinced criminal record 
would prevent hire 

S#JobQ_JQ04 X 48 

Has this happened in the recall period S#JobQ_JQ09 X 48 
Have any sources of income S#JobQ_JQ05 X 48 

What are the sources of income S#JobQ_IncomeLegal to 
S#JobQ_IncomeOther 

X 48 

Proportion of income spent on certain things S#JobQ_alloca to S#JobQ_allocn X 49 

Problems and antisocial acts on the job S#JobQ_jproba to S#JobQ_jprobp X 49, 50 
Extent of antisocial work behavior (count of items endorsed) S#JobQ_WorkAntisocial_Count X 50 

Did any work under-the-table S#JobQ_uecona X 52 
Length of time doing this work S#JobQ_ueconc X 52 

Frequency of doing this work S#JobQ_uecond X 52 
Amount of money made from this work S#JobQ_ueconf X 53 

How this work was found S#JobQ_FoundOffBParent to 
S#JobQ_FoundOffBOther 

X 53 

Length of time earning money illegally S#JobQ_ueconk X 53 

Frequency of earning money illegally S#JobQ_ueconl X 54 
Total amount of money earned S#JobQ_ueconn X 54 

How was illegal work found S#JobQ_FoundIllParent to 
S#JobQ_FoundIllOther 

X 54 

Current responsibilities S#JobQ_respoa to S#JobQ_respoi X 51, 52 
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By month    

Legal and Under-the-Table    
Worked (community legal, under-the-table) S#JobCal_Worked_CU_M## X 30 

Worked (institution only) S#JobCal_Worked_F_M##  30 
Worked (community legal only) S#JobCal_Worked_C_M## X 30 

Worked (under-the-table only) S#JobCal_Worked_U_M## X 27, 31 
Unique Job ID (for jobs 1 to 8) S#JobCal_Job##_ID_M##  19, 20 

Interruption in income (community legal, under-the-table, and 
institution) 

S#JobCal_JInts_FCU_M##  20 

Number of unique jobs (community legal, under-the-table) S#JobCal_NJobs_CU_M## X 31 

Number of unique jobs (institution only) S#JobCal_NJobs_F_M##  31 
Number of unique jobs (community legal only) S#JobCal_NJobs_C_M## X 31 

Total number of weeks worked (community legal, under-the-
table) 

S#JobCal_NWeeks_CU_M## X 32 

Total number of weeks worked (institution only) S#JobCal_NWeeks_F_M##  32 

Total number of weeks worked (community legal only) S#JobCal_NWeeks_C_M## X 32 
Total number of weeks worked (under-the-table only) S#JobCal_NWeeks_U_M## X 32 

Total number of hours worked (community legal, under-the-
table) 

S#JobCal_TotHours_CU_M## X 32, 33 

Total number of hours worked (institution only) S#JobCal_TotHours_F_M##  33 
Total number of hours worked (community legal only) S#JobCal_TotHours_C_M## X 33 

Total number of hours worked (under-the-table only) S#JobCal_TotHours_U_M## X 33 

Hours per week doing under-the-table work S#JobCal_UnderHours_M## X 27 
Total amount of money earned (community legal, under-the-
table) 

S#JobCal_TotWages_CU_M## X 34 

Total amount of money earned (institution only) S#JobCal_TotWages_F_M##  34 

Total amount of money earned (community legal only) S#JobCal_TotWages_C_M## X 34 
Total amount of money earned (under-the-table only) S#JobCal_TotWages_U_M## X 34 

Hours worked per week (community legal, under-the-table) S#JobCal_HoursPerWeek_Week#_CU_M## X 35 

Hours worked per week (institution only) S#JobCal_HoursPerWeek_Week#_F_M##  35, 36 
Hours worked per week (community legal only) S#JobCal_HoursPerWeek_Week#_C_M## X 36 

Hours worked per week (under-the-table only) S#JobCal_HoursPerWeek_Week#_U_M## X 36 
Illegal Activity    
Worked (any type of illegal work) S#JobCal_Worked_I_M## X 44 
Interruption in income (illegal work only) S#JobCal_JInts_I_M## X 44 

Total number of weeks worked (illegal activity) S#JobCal_NWeeks_I_M## X 44 
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Sold stolen property S#JobCal_Illegal_SoldSt_M## X 43 

Sold drugs S#JobCal_Illegal_SoldDr_M## X 43 
Stole merchandise S#JobCal_Illegal_Stole_M## X 43 

Gambled S#JobCal_Illegal_Gamble_M## X 43 
Prostitution S#JobCal_Illegal_Pros_M## X 43 

Other type S#JobCal_Illegal_Other_M## X 43 
Average Total amount of money earned per week (illegal 
activity) 

S#JobCal_Illegal_MoneyPerWeek_M## X 44 

Total money earned (illegal activity) S#JobCal_TotWages_I_M## X 45 
Data characterizing the recall period    
Subject age at each month (truncated) S#SubjAge_M##  57 
Subject age at each month (continuous) S#CTSubjAge_M##  57 

Community vs. Institution month marker S#CommunityMonth_M##  56 
Number of days covered in each month S#NDays##  57 

Calendar month linked to each s#m# S#RealDate##  57 

By unique job (for jobs 1 to 8)    
Unique job ID S#JobCal_Job##_ID  21 

Number of months the job was held (before version 01.21) S#JobCal_Job##_NMonths_FCU X 28 
Number of months the job was held (01.21 and later) S#JobCal_Job##_NMonths_FC X 29 

Number of weeks the job was held (before version 01.21) S#JobCal_Job##_NWeeks_FCU X 29 

Number of weeks the job was held (01.21 and later) S#JobCal_Job##_NWeeks_FC X 29 
Total number of hours worked (before version 01.21) S#JobCal_Job##_TotHours_FCU X 29 

Total number of hours worked (01.21 and later) S#JobCal_Job##_TotHours_FC X 29 
Average number of hours worked per week S#JobCal_Job##_PLHour  23 

Total amount of money made (before version 01.21) S#JobCal_Job##_TotWages_FCU X 30 
Total amount of money made (01.21 and later) S#JobCal_Job##_TotWages_FC X 30 

Hourly wage S#JobCal_Job##_PLWage  23 

Whether the job was held in the community or in an institution S#JobCal_Job##_FacJob X 21 
Job type S#JobCal_Job##_Type X 22 

Whether the job involved “regular” or “sporadic” hours S#JobCal_Job##_Regular  23 
Whether the job was in the field of a desired career S#JobCal_Job##_Career X 23 

Whether the job is part of a job training program S#JobCal_Job##_JobTrain  25 

Is the job one you can only have in a residential facility S#JobCal_Job##_PLFac  22 
Whether the job is in a business owned by a relative S#JobCal_Job##_Relative X 24 

Job stability (i.e. does the job name appear in adjacent calendar 
months) 

S#JobCal_Job##_Consec  22 
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Whether the subject is working at the job at the time of the 
interview 

S#JobCal_Job##_Still  24 

Reason for leaving the job if it ended in the recall period S#JobCal_Job##_WhyLeft X 24, 25 

How the job was found S#JobCal_Job##_HowFound X 23, 24 
How long does the subject think they will stay at the current job S#JobCal_Job##_StayLn X 26 

Perceived difficulty of finding a job equally as good if the 
subject left the current job 

S#JobCal_Job##_FDiff X 26 

Benefits provided through the job S#JobCal_Job##_BeneSick to 
S#JobCal_Job##_BeneNone 

X 25 

Satisfaction with various aspects of the job – individual items S#JobCal_Job##_SatSal to 
S#JobCal_Job##_SatWor 

X 25, 26 

Satisfaction – mean across all individual items S#JobCal_Job##_MeanSatisfaction X 26 

Cumulative variables (1yr, 2yr, 3yr, 4yr, 5yr, 6yr, 7yr)    
Legal and Under-the-Table    
Number of unique jobs (community-based legal and under-the-
table) 

JobCal_Year#_TotNJobs_CU X 41 

Number of interruptions in income (community-based legal 
and under-the-table) 

JobCal_Year#_TotJInts_CU  42 

Total number of weeks worked (community-based legal and 
under-the-table) 

JobCal_Year#_NWeeks_CU  40 

Total number of hours worked (community-based legal and 
under-the-table) 

JobCal_Year#_TotHours_CU  40 

Total amount of money earned (community-based legal and 
under-the-table) 

JobCal_Year#_TotWages_CU  41 

Illegal Activity    
Total number of weeks worked (illegal activity) JobCal_Year#_NWeeks_I X 46 
Number of interruptions in income (illegal activity) JobCal_Year#_TotJInts_I X 46 

General    
Has criminal record ever prevented you from getting a job 
and/or joining the military 

Work_CriminalRecord X 48 

Any friends or family ever earned money from illegal activities Work_FamilyFriendsIllegal X 53 
By linear month    

Legal and Under-the-Table    
Worked (community-based legal and under-the-table) L##JobCal_Worked_CU X 60 

Worked (institution only) L##JobCal_Worked_F  60 

Worked (community legal only) L##JobCal_Worked_C X 60 
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Worked (under-the-table only) L##JobCal_Worked_U X 60 

Unique Job ID (for jobs 1 to 29) L##JobCal_Job##_ID  58, 59, 60 
Interruption in income (community legal, under-the-table, 
institution) 

L##JobCal_JInts_FCU  60 

Number of unique jobs (community-based legal and under-the-
table) 

L##JobCal_NJobs_CU X 60 

Number of unique jobs (institution only) L##JobCal_NJobs_F  60 

Number of unique jobs (community legal only) L##JobCal_NJobs_C X 60 
Total number of weeks worked (community-based legal and 
under-the-table) 

L##JobCal_NWeeks_CU X 60 

Total number of weeks worked (institution only) L##JobCal_NWeeks_F  60 
Total number of weeks worked (community legal only) L##JobCal_NWeeks_C X 60 

Total number of weeks worked (under-the-table only) L##JobCal_NWeeks_U X 60 
Total number of hours worked (community-based legal and 
under-the-table) 

L##JobCal_TotHours_CU X 60 

Total number of hours worked (institution only) L##JobCal_TotHours_F  60 

Total number of hours worked (community legal only) L##JobCal_TotHours_C X 60 

Total number of hours worked (under-the-table only) L##JobCal_TotHours_U X 60 
Hours per week doing under-the-table work L##JobCal_UnderHours X 60 

Total amount of money earned (community-based legal and 
under-the-table) 

L##JobCal_TotWages_CU X 60 

Total amount of money earned (institution only) L##JobCal_TotWages_F  60 
Total amount of money earned (community legal only) L##JobCal_TotWages_C X 60 

Total amount of money earned (under-the-table only) L##JobCal_TotWages_U X 60 

Hours worked per week (community-based legal and under-the-
table) 

L##JobCal_HoursPerWeek_weekx_CU X 61 

Hours worked per week (institution only) L##JobCal_HoursPerWeek_weekx_F  60 
Hours worked per week (community legal only) L##JobCal_HoursPerWeek_weekx_C X 61 

Hours worked per week (under-the-table only) L##JobCal_HoursPerWeek_weekx_U X 61 
Illegal Activity    
Worked (illegal activity) L##JobCal_Worked_I X 61 

Interruption in income (illegal activity) L##JobCal_JInts_I X 61 
Total number of weeks worked (illegal activity) L##JobCal_NWeeks_I X 61 

Sold stolen property L##JobCal_Illegal_SoldSt X 61 
Sold drugs L##JobCal_Illegal_SoldDr X 61 

Stole merchandise L##JobCal_Illegal_Stole X 61 
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Gambled L##JobCal_Illegal_Gamble X 61 

Prostitution L##JobCal_Illegal_Prostitute X 61 
Other type L##JobCal_Illegal_Other X 61 

Average Total amount of money earned per week L##JobCal_MoneyPerWeek X 61 
Amount of money made from all illegal activities L##JobCal_TotWages_I X 61 

Data characterizing the recall period    
Subject age at each month (truncated) L##SubjAge  61 

Subject age at each month (continuous) L##CTSubjAge  61 

Community vs. Institution month marker L##CommunityMonth  61 
Number of days covered in each month L##NDays  61 

Calendar month linked to each s#m# L##RealDate  61 
Recall period month (s#m#) mapped to linear month number 
## 

L##TpMo  61, 62 

Additional sections supplement this calendar.  Refer to the codebook section for each listing for more 
information 

Interview Information – contains variables that describe basic information related to the interview, such as interview completion status, interview 
date, version, and number of months and days covered by the recall period.  This can be found under the “Interview Information” section of the 
Measures codebook. 
Gainful Activity – a construct that consolidates school attendance and employment information into a single monthly variable that is intended to 
indicate positive community adjustment.  This can be found under the “Gainful Activity” section of the Calendar codebook. 

 


